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ABSTRACT 
A technique was developed to calculate the rad iosonde temperature 
error as a function of altitude under d ifferent environmental 
conditions . The environmental conditions analyzed include the surface 
(or c loud) temperature , the atmospheric gaseous constinuents , the 
aerosol  and thermodynamic structure of the atmosphere, the solar 
e levati on angle ,  the solar a lbedo, the rise rate of the bal loon , and 
the atmospheric density.  
The heat balance equations for the thermistor and l ead wires were 
derived and a sens itivity analys is  performed to establ i sh the 
s ign ificance of each heating term. The Air Force LOWTRAN 6 code was 
used to model the solar and infrared irradiation of the thermistor in 
terms of the environmental parameters . LOWTRAN 6 output was then used 
to generate the rad iation input to the heat balance equations of the 
thermistor and l ead wires . The temperature error of the rad iosonde was 
derived by solving these heat balance equations . 
Th is  technique for calculating the rad iosonde temperature error was 
val idated by comparing with data from f l ights of experimental 
rad iosondes containing the Standard NWS radiosonde thermistor and three 
other thermistors with different rad iative coatings . Each coating 
exh ibited a d ifferent solar absorptance and infrared emiss ion property 
wh ich a l l owed the direct calculation of the radiosonde temperature 
error. The experimental measurements were compared with that predicted 
by the model ing techn ique. Comparisons were made between eight 
f l i ghts ; four at night, three dayl ight , and one twi l ight , wh ich 
iv  
occurred during a 1 1  seasons of the year and under various surface 
cond itions . The comparisons showed good agreement . For the fl ights 
analyzed the temperature error at nighttime was smal l below 20 Km, and 
increased negatively above th is  altitude. At 30 Km the error general ly 
exceeded -1 °  K .  During the daytime the temperature error was pos itive 
and sometimes took on its maximum val ue as low as 20 Km. At altitudes 
near 30 Km and above the error often decreased due to influences of an 
increas ing atmospheric temperature. Results from th is  study suggest 
that the rad iosonde temperature error i s  l ikely to d iffer at different 
latitudes and solar elevation angles because of d iffering radiative 
fluxes to the thermistor and because of differing atmospheric 
temperature prof i l es .  
v 
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1 . 0  BACKGROUND 
The Un ited States standard rad iosonde (rawinsonde) i nstrument 
provides synoptic  measurements of pressure , temperature , relative 
humidity and wind on a nationwide bas i s. These measurements are 
general ly ava i l ab le  between the earth ' s  surface and 10 mi l l ibars (about 
30 Km). At the present time,  temperature data are reported as actual ly 
measured ; i.e. , transmitted without corrections or adjustments of any 
k ind. It has been estab l ished by both experimental and theoret ical 
studies that a b ias exi sts in  the temperature measurements from both 
day and n ight rad iosonde f l ights at the upper a lt itude range (20-30 Km) 
of the instrument. Th i s  temperature error (b ias )  primari ly occurs 
because of the i nfl uence of solar and i nfrared rad iation on the 
rad iosonde thermistor. 
In an early study, Johnson and Mcinturff ( 1968) : 1 )  suggested that 
dayt ime reported temperatures can exceed nighttime temperatures by 2° K 
at h igh altitudes. Weather analys is  charts produced from rad iosonde 
data are known to show discontinuities in the temperature and 
geopotential  fields caused by th i s  day/n ight temperature b ias. These 
d iscontinuities ,  on nationwide weather maps , can be directly l inked 
with those rad iosonde observations that were in  sunl ight versus 
darkness at the observation time. In terms of magn itude , a rad iosonde 
temperature b ias of 1° K produces a geopotentia l  height error exceed ing 
50 meters at 100 mb ( 16 Km) and 500 meters at 10 mb (30 Km). Th i s  
prob lem i s  further compounded at worldwide weather analys is  centers 
where observations from different countries us ing different 
instruments ,  having d ifferent errors , must be merged into a usefu l 
1 
product . So crit ical i s  the prob lem of d i scontinu ities i n  temperature 
and geopotential  fields that numerous i nternational radiosonde 
intercomparison series have been conducted to improve the compatab i l ity 
and accuracy of rad iosonde observations ( Nash and Schmidl in  ( 1987) ) .  
Rad iosonde temperature bias errors are a l so important for other 
reasons . Satel l ite temperature retrieval requires the use of zonal 
averaged rad iosonde temperature data as i nput to the regression 
equat ion used i n  deriving satel l ite temperatures . S ignificant 
satel l ite temperature errors can be attributed to a b ias i n  the zonal 
mean rad iosonde data . 
Rocketsonde dens ity and pressure data a l so require a rad iosonde 
observation at the tie-on (overlap) po int for use as the i n itial  val ue 
to beg in the upward integrat ion of rocketsonde temperature data versus 
height. Hi storical ly, temperature di screpanc ies between the two 
sensors i n  the overlap reg ion (of several degrees Kelvin)  have not been 
satisfactori ly explained . When the error i s  i n  the rad iosonde 
temperature, a s ign ificant bias in the i ntegrated rocketsonde prof i l es 
of pressure and dens ity result .  Th i s  temperature d i screpancy in  the 
overlap reg ion varies from fl ight to fl ight and may be due to changes 
in the rad iosonde temperature error with environmental cond itions . 
The objective of the research effort presented herein i s  to develop 
a techn ique for estimating the temperature error of the rad iosonde 
thermistor at a ltitudes between 10 and 30 Km as a funct ion of the 
environmental cond itions that control the rad iation budget to the 
thermistor. The techn ique i s  then val idated by comparing the est imated 
temperature errors with experimental ly measured error prof i les obtained 
at Wal lops I s l and , Virginia  us ing especial ly des igned mu lt i-thermistor 
2 
radiosondes . 
Sections 1 . 0  and 2 . 0  of th i s  report prov ide background i nformation 
about the rad iosonde temperature errors . Section 3 . 0  states the 
research prob lem and outl ines the steps that are fol l owed in deriving 
and val idat ing the techn ique for est imat ing the rad iosonde temperature 
error . The remainder of Section 3 . 0  and Section 4 .0  describe the 
research that was performed and the results that were ach ieved . 
The rad iosonde system cons i sts of an expandab le  bal loon , a 
rad iosonde instrument that provides measurements of atmospheric 
temperature , pressure, and relative humidity and a ground 
meteorological device (GMD ) receiving station .  Track ing of the 
transmitted s ignal by the GMD ground station provides a vertical 
profi l e  of the wind field .  Regular observations at  over 100 U . S .  
weather stat ions , made at 0:00 Zu lu  hours and 12:00 Zu lu  hours are 
transmitted to the National Weather Service data bank at Suiteland , 
Maryland where that information i s  comb ined with satel l ite and other 
worldwide data to serve as the bas ic measurements uti l ized in  
prognostic  weather forecasting model s .  The rad iosonde system has 
remained relatively unchanged s ince the days of World  War I I. 
The rad iosonde instrument contains a rod thermistor to measure 
temperature , a humidity sens itive carbon element to measure rel ative 
humidity, and an aneroid cel l to measure atmospheric pressure . Present 
day National Weather Serv ice rad iosondes are manufactured by VIZ .  The 
l ength of the rod thermistor is approximately 4 em (Friedman , VIZ*) ; 
i ts diameter, 0 . 12 em. The electrical res istance of the thermistor i s  
* Manufacturers Brochure Technical Publ ication 730919; 
VIZ Manufacturing Company, 335 E .  Price St. , Ph i ladelph ia ,  PA 10144 
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cal ibrated as a function of temperature over the range from 200 ° K to 
310° K. The temperature sens it ive thermistor i s  coated with a wh ite 
ceramic coating that provides h igh solar reflectivity. The reflective 
coating on the rod thermistor i s  specifical ly des igned to minimize the 
absorption of solar rad iation so that the thermistor temperature is an 
accurate approx imation to the true atmospheric  air temperature. The 
assumption that the thermistor temperature equal s the air temperature 
i s ,  in  fact, inherent in a l l data routinely used by the National 
Weather Service. No correction to thermistor temperature are presently 
appl ied to remove rad iation effects from the amb ient air temperature 
measurement. 
The humidity element cons ists of a carbon e lement wh ich absorbs 
water vapor. The res istance of the element i s  infl uenced by the amount 
of water vapor absorbed and can be related to the relative humidity of 
the surround ing environment. The humidity e lement provides the 
mo isture prof i l e  and a l lows one to deduce the a lt itudes assoc iated with 
a cloud deck. After exiting a c loud layer , however, the humidity 
element must rel ease mo isture by evaporation before regaining its 
humidity measurement capabi l ity. 
The aneroid  cel l cons i sts of a sealed expandab le  capsule  whose 
expans ion characteristics are ca l ibrated as a function of pressure. To 
each aneroid  cel l i s  attached an arm wh ich mechan ical ly moves over a 
pressure index scale  control l ing the electric c ircu itry. The aneroid 
ce 11 expands as the extern a 1 atmospheric pressure decreases , caus ing 
the mechanical arm to switch contacts in a manner that can be 
identified relative to the pressure cal ibrat ion index. The 
geopotential  height is derived from the s imu l taneous solution of the 
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hydrostatic  equat ion and ideal gas law. A vertical profi le of the 
horizontal wind field is derived from smooth ing and d ifferentiating the 
pos ition measurements of the instrument as obtained from the angular 
and range measurements from the GMD ground station .  
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2.0 ACCURACY OF THE RADIOSONDE SYSTEM 
Extens ive theoretical and emperical eval uations of the accuracy of 
the rad iosonde system have been made in the past (e.g. ; Hodge and 
Harmantas ( 1965 ) ,  Schmid l i n  ( 1969) , Nestl er ( 1983) ). Over 50 
references rel ative to rad iosonde accuracy have been s ited s ince 1960 
( Lenhard ( 1970 , 1973) ). For the most part , experimental and 
theoretical results are in  good agreement concerning the accuracy of 
the system so that today a general consensus exi sts concerning 
rad iosonde accurac ies (Schmidl in  ( 1987a) , Schmid l in  and F inger ( 1987 ) ,  
Nash and Schmid l in  ( 1987 ) ). In  l ieu of discuss ing a l l of the studies 
germane to a rad iosonde accuracy assessment, the d i scuss ion wi l l  be 
l imited to reviewing a few classic  stud ies that thorough ly quantitify 
the probl em that wi l l  be investigated. The prob lem addressed i n  th i s  
research i s  primari ly related to  the temperature measurement capab i l ity 
of the rad iosonde thermistor. Pressure, relative humidity and height 
error assessments are not of major s ign ificance to the prob lem 
addressed herein. Consequently, the present state of knowledge 
concerning theoretical and experimental measurements of radiosonde 
temperature accuracy wi 11 be rev iewed and then a techn ique wi l l  be 
derived for further evaluating rad iosonde temperature errors as a 
function of environmental cond itions. The technique wi l l  be val idated 
by comparison with experimental data. 
2.1 Theoretical Stud ies 
Theoretical stud ies of the accuracy of U.S. rad iosonde temperature 
measurements have been performed by Badgley ( 1957) , Ney, et a l.  ( 1960) , 
Bal lard and Rub io ( 1968) , Wi l l iams and Acheson ( 1976) , and Luers 
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( 1980). S imi lar theoretical analyses of the Ch inese sonde (B ingxun 
( 1987 ) ) ,  and of the Austral ian rad iosonde wh ich uses the same 
thermistor as the U.S. sonde have been made by Pearson ( 1967 ) and 
Tal bott ( 1971 ) .  The methodologies uti l ized i n  these analyses are 
cons istent with or a s impl ification of Bal lard and Rub io ' s  heat 
transfer analys is. Bal lard and Rub io derive a steady-state heat 
transfer equation for the thermistor. Th i s  heat transfer equation 
takes i nto account the convective heat transfer between the thermistor 
and the environment, radiation absorbed and emitted by the thermistor, 
and the heat conduction through the lead wires i nto the thermistor 
result ing from the lead wires possessing a d ifferent steady-state 
temperature than that of the thermistor. Bal l ard and Rub io a l so solved 
a t ime dependent form of the heat transfer equation to determine the 
t ime constant of the rad iosonde thermistor. By assuming average values 
of both direct and reflected solar rad iation impinging on the 
thermistor and average val ues of long-wave radiation from the ground 
and sky, they were ab le  to solve the heat transfer equation 
analytical ly for the temperature correction and determine the 
contribution due to each term. The largest correction was found to be 
due to the solar irrad iation of the thermistor wh ich under their 
assumed solar rad iation budget amounted to AI 1.5 ° K at 30 Km with 
l arger val ues above and decreas ing val ues at l ower altitudes. The 
magnitude of th i s  correction largely exceeds the random component of 
thermistor error wh ich is less than ± 0.5° K. The next most 
s ignificant correction term was the conduction from the lead wire term. 
The magnitude of th i s  term was AI ± 0 .3 °  K. In  comparing their results 
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to experimental measurements by Dan iel s ( 1968) uti l izing two 
thermistors having d ifferent rad iative coatings , Bal lard and Rubio  
concl uded that d iscrepanc ies between the ir results and experimental 
measurements could  be explained by either a variation in  their 
assumption of solar irrad iation of the thermi stor or by a smal l 
variation of the absorption coefficient of the thermistor. 
Comparab le  analyses performed by B ingxun ( 1987 ) for the Ch inese 
sonde and Talbott ( 1971 ) for the Austral ian sonde made s imi lar 
assumptions and prov ided comparab le  resu lts. A l l of the above stud ies 
concl ude that the major source of error i n  radiosonde thermistor 
temperatures ,  particularly at h igh altitudes , i s  due to the rad iative 
heating of the thermistor due to solar rad iation and , to a l esser 
degree , conduction through the lead wires. Because both the short-wave 
( Powel l ( 1986 ) )  and long-wave irrad iation (Coombes and Harrison ( 1986 ) )  
of the thermistor and lead wires can vary cons iderab ly with 
environmental changes of c loud cover , solar zen ith angle ,  ground 
temperature, water vapor, ozone, carbon dioxide and aerosol s ,  
temperature errors calculated by Bal lard and Rub io  ( 1968) and others 
us ing average val ues can be expected to be i n  considerabl e  error when 
non-average environmenta l cond itions exist. No theoret ical stud ies 
exists concern ing the change in  the rad iative temperature correction 
with changes i n  the environment. 
2.2 Experimenta l Stud ies 
Severa l experimental stud ies have been performed wh ich 
qual itat ively verify the theoret ical calcul at ions d iscussed above. 
Mcinturff and F inger ( 1968) compared d ifferences between day and 
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n ightt ime radiosonde measurements at the same l ocation and at the same 
a ltitude as a function of solar zen ith angle. Over 1 . 000 observations 
were used in their statistical analys is. Tab l e  2 . 1  from Mcinturff and 
F inger ( 1968) summarizes the average temperature differences observed 
vs. pressure l evel and solar e levation angl e. Mcinturff attributes 
these d ifferences to solar rad iation errors present in the daytime 
f l ights but absent from the n ighttime f l ights. However. no conc l us ion 
can be drawn concern ing whether the daytime temperatures are too h igh 
(warm) as a result  of solar irrad iation of the thermistor or the 
n ighttime temperatures are too low (cold ) because of the long-wave 
emissions from the thermistor. or some combination of the two. 
Nevertheless .  the d ifferences observed in  their study are cons istent 
with the magn itude of solar rad iation errors pred icted by Bal lard and 
Rub io ( 1968) . Fol low-on studies by Johnson and Mcinturff ( 1978) . and 
Mcinturff . et al. ( 1979) contained an enlarged data base and produced 
some refinement in  their earl ier estimates. Cons iderab l e  scatter. 
however . exi sts i n  their data indicating that different magn itude 
temperature errors exist for the same solar angl e  and pressure l evel. 
Such scatter cou ld result from varying environmental cond itions that on 
a dai ly bas i s  produce differing temperature errors. 
Schmid l in .  Huffman . and Luers ( 1986) developed a mul ti-sensor 
rad iosonde system that al lowed the direct measurement of the rad iative 
temperature error for the standard radiosonde thermistor. The 
technique cons i sted of coat ing three thermistors with paints having 
d ifferent emiss ion and absorption properties both in  the short-wave and 
the infrared regions of the e lectromagnetic spectrum. A b lack pa int 
with solar absorptivity. spectral ly we ighted over the solar spectrum 
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Table  2.1 Val ues of Mean AT in OK as Functions of Mean Afternoon­
Dayl ight Solar E l evat ion Ang le  and Pressure Level 
(From Mcinturff and F inger , 1968) 
Pressure Level (mb)  
Solar 
E l evation 100 50 30 20 10 
Ang le  
(Degrees ) 
-50 0.2 0.5 0.7 0.8 1.3 
Qo 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.3 2.0 
10° 0.8 1.1 1.5 2.0 2.7 
20° 0.9 1.3 1.8 2.2 3.0 
30° 1.0 1.3 1.9 2.3 3.1 
40° 1.0 1.3 1.9 2.3 3.1 
50° 1.0 1.3 1.9 2.2 2.9 
60° 1.0 1.3 1.8 2.1 2.7 
0.25 � A. � 2.5 p of a = 0.94 and longwave emi s s ivity of e = 0.86 over 
the wavelengths 2.5 � A. < 20 p was comb ined with an a l uminum painted 
thermistor with a = 0.31 and e = 0.22 and the standard rad iosonde 
thermistor whose solar absorptivity and long-wave emiss iv ity properties 
were measured to be a = 0.12 and e = 0.86. Because of their different 
coatings the temperature d ifference between thermistors varied 
throughout a f l i ght. Th i s  al l owed the heat transfer equat ion for each 
thermistor to be solved s imu ltaneous ly for: a)  the amb ient air 
temperature ; b)  the solar f lux impinging upon each thermistor ; and c) 
l ongwave irrad iation of the thermistors. The accuracy by wh ich the 
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temperature error ( i.e. ; temperature error = temperature of the 
standard thermistor - air temperature) can be measured by th i s  
techn ique was shown by the authors to be with in ± 0.5 ° K. 
Over 80 experimental fl ights have a lready been made with these 
multi-thermistor radiosonde systems (Schmid l i n  { 1987b) ). Daytime 
temperature errors of up to +2.5 ° K at 30 Km have been measured , as 
wel l  as n i ghttime temperature errors as large as -2.0° K. Considerabl e  
variation from fl ight to fl ight occurs. Variation of the temperature 
error with solar zenith angle  has been found to be s ign ificant but th i s  
parameter a 1 one does not adequately exp 1 a in  the var i ab i l  i ty of  the 
temperature error. Environmental factors such as cloud cover and 
ground temperature are bel ieved to account for much of the remain ing 
variab i l ity that i s  seen i n  the experimental f l ights (McMi l l in ,  et a l.  
{ 1988) ). Fortunately the environmental cond itions preval ent at each 
fl ight t ime were recorded for the experimental data set. The c loud 
cover , c loud type , ground temperature , launch t ime and solar zen ith 
angle are thus ava i l able  for analys is. Prof i les of ozone and water 
vapor could  a l so be obtained for the geograph ic  area representative of 
the experimental f l ight data if needed. A representative subset of the 
80 launches of mu lti-thermistor radiosonde under known env ironmenta 1 
conditions forms the data set for test ing a s imul ation technique for 
estimating the rad iosonde temperature error as a function of 
environmental conditions. The development and val idation of th i s  
technique i s  the major thrust of  the work descr ibed in  th i s  
d i ssertation. 
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3 . 0  RESEARCH PROGRAM 
The objective of the research proposed herein i s  to derive and 
val idate a techn ique to determine the sens itivity of the rad iosonde 
temperature error to variations in the natural environment . The 
approach i s  as fol lows . A complete derivation of the heat balance 
equat ion for the rad iosonde thermistor is devel oped . Input to the heat 
balance equation requ ires the model ing of rad iative fluxes that 
irrad iate the thermistor as a function of environmental parameters .  
The s ign ificant env ironmental parameters included are cloud cover, 
solar zen ith angle ,  ground temperature , cloud top temperature , and the 
vertical profi les of aerosols ,  ozone , water vapor and carbon dioxide 
(Morcrette and Geleyn ( 1985 ) ). The LOWTRAN 6 atmospheric rad iance and 
transmiss ion model (Kneizys et a l . ( 1983) ) i s  used to model the 
rad iative fluxes on the thermistor as a function of the environmental 
parameters . A sens itivity analys is  i s  then performed to assess the 
relative and absol ute infl uence of each environmental parameter on the 
heating rate of the thermistor. 
The radiosonde temperature error i s  then calculated for various 
environmental cond itions by solving the thermistor heat balance 
equations us ing the appropriate upward and downward radiative fluxes 
generated from the LOWTRAN 6 model ,  and other necessary input 
parameters . Non-environmental input parameters used in  the heat 
balance equation, such as the thermistor and lead wire d imens ions and 
the absorptivity and emi ssivity of the thermistor coat ing are also 
varied in  the s imulations to assess the infl uence of each parameter on 
the temperature error. F inal ly, to val idate the technique , the 
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environmental cond itions representative of several of the 80 
experimental fl ights are input into the LOWTRAN 6 program to derive the 
atmospheric irrad iation of the thermistor . The rad iation values are 
then used in  the heat balance equation to solve for the temperature 
error so that a comparison can be made between the s imu lated errors and 
those actual ly measured by the experimental fl ights . The fol lowing 
sections describe in  deta i l  the approach pursued in  performing each of 
these tasks and the results .  
3 . 1  Heat Bal ance Equation for Thermistor 
The temperature of the thermistor (as shown in F igure 3 . 1 )  is  
influenced by the absorption of rad iation from the surround ings , by the 
emiss ions of rad iation from the thermistor, by the convective transfer 
of heat between the thermistor and the environment, by the electrical 
heating of the thermistor as a result of the current used to measure 
the thermistor res istance , and by the conduct ion of heat through the 
lead wires to the thermistor . Equat ion 3 . 1  describes the time rate of 
change of the thermistor temperature as a function of these heat 
transfer processes . 
dT me dt = qabs - qemit + qconv + qelec + qcond (3 . 1 )  
I n  deriving the heat transfer equations we assume that the temperature 
of the thermistor is un iform. The thermistor is cal ibrated at fixed 
uniform temperatures versus res istance so that by measuring thermistor 
res istance, the correspond ing temperature of the thermistor is  known . 
It  wi l l  also  be assumed , based upon experimenta l  measurements , that the 
thermistor coating emits as a gray body. That i s ,  its emissivity is  
independent of  wavelength . For absorption and emi ssion calculations , 
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Rad i at i on 
F i gure 3 . 1  Thermistor geometry and heat transfer processes . 
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the wavelength region is divided into a shortwave 0 . 25 � A � 2 . 5  � .  and 
a longwave region 2 . 5  < A � 40�. The thermal energy irrad iating the 
thermistor in the shortwave region can be restricted to the sun as its 
source . The longwave reg ion , a lso referred to as the infrared region 
(although c lass ical ly infrared rad iation extends to shorter 
wavelengths)  includes as sources a l l non-solar rad iation emitting at 
temperatures occurring on the earth and in the atmosphere . Th i s  range 
of wavelength c lass ification was defined to conform with the 
measurement capab i l ities of instruments used in measuring the 
absorption properties of thermistor coatings . A Beckman DK-2 scann ing 
Spectrophotometer provided spectra 1 measurements of absorptivity 
(reflect ivity) over the shortwave (solar)  range to 0 . 25 � A � 2 . 5� 
wh i le a Gier Dunk le Infrared Reflectometer was used to measure a s ingle  
val ue of  longwave emissivity integrated over the infrared wavelength 
region from 2 . 5  to 20�. Thus for th is  report the terms shortwave and 
solar refer interchangab ly to the wavelength region from 0 .25 to 2 . 5  � .  
wh i l e  the terms longwave and infrared refer to  the reg ion from 2 .5  to 
40 �· 
The thermistor is  assumed to be of cyl indrical shape with length 1 
and radius r as shown in F igure 3.1. It i s  attached on the end by two 
lead wires serving as electrical conductors through the thermistor . 
Each lead wire i s  of rad ius rw. With these assumptions and 
definitions , it  is  now possible  to describe each of the heat transfer 
terms in  deta i l .  
3.1.1 Absorption of Radiation by the Thermistor (Qabs) 
To fac i l itate mode l ing of the rad iation imping ing on the thermistor 
the absorption term of the heat transfer equation wi l l  be written in 
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terms of the angular variation of rad iant f l ux relative to a plane 
paral lel  earth . The angu lar d istribut ion of radiant intens ity wi l l  be 
defined in terms of e where , 0 � e � x and ' where 0 < ' � 2x. The 
elevation angle  e and az imuth ang le ' are defined in relation to the 
direction from wh ich the thermistor receives rad iation as shown in 
F igure 3.2. For upward propagating radiation , cose < 0 and for 
downward propagating radiation .  cose > 0 .  The coordinate system is  
defined so that the X-Y plane is  paral lel to the earth with the 
thermistor axi s  lying in th is  plane . It is  assumed that the thermistor 
remains in  the X-Y plane (paral lel to the earth ) as it  ascends and 
rotates through the atmosphere . The X-axis  i s  oriented in the 
direction of the projection of the l ine between the sun and the 
thermistor on the X-Y plane . With th is  definition ,  axial  symmetry 
about the X-axi s  can be assumed for incoming solar rad iation . 
The total radiation strik ing the thermistor cou ld  be derived by 
integrating the hemispheric irrad iance for al l poi nts on the 
thermistor. However , by assuming a uniform temperature for the 
thermistor and un iform absorption properties , th is  integration can be 
s impl if ied .  
Cons ider rad iation from the direction e .  ' of  intens ity I ( e ,, ,A) 
strik ing the thermistor ( see Figure 3.2 ). Assuming the intens ity 
irrad iating the thermi stor from the direction ( e .,)  does not vary along 
the length of the thermistor and that the thermistor i s  a d iffuse 
absorb ing surface then , the rate of heat transfer per sterad ian i s :  
q = Ap(e ,, • ) f a(A)I(e,,,A)dA 
A 
(3.2 ) 
where ,. i s  the az imuthal angle of the thermistor relative to the 
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azimuthal direction of incoming radiation as  shown in Figure 3.3 . 
Ap{e.�•) is the projected area of a thermistor in the direction of the 
incoming radiation and a(A) is the absorption coefficient of ( all 
points on) the thermistor. I(e.�.A) is the intensity of radiation of 
wavel ength A from the pencil of radiation dn in the direction (e.�). 
As the bal l oon and thermistor rotate in the atmosphere. the projected 
area of the thermistor in a fixed direction (e.�) varies . Assuming the 
thermistor rotates at a rate faster than the time constant of the 
thermistor. it is appropriate to calculate an average heating rate per 
revol ution . The average rate of heat transfer from the (e.�) direction 
during one revolution is : 
q =/Ap(etJ a{A)I(e.�.A)dA 
--- -· A {3.3) 
where Ap(e) is the average presented area of the thermistor. given by: 
Ap(e) =! I: Ap(e.�•)d�1 
....... �,--�·· ' 
(3.4) 
Integrating this average thermistor heating rate over all incoming 
directions gives the total heating rate of the thermistor as : 
qabs = I �dn = I2x Ix Ap(e) I a{A)I(e.�.A) dA sin eded� (3.5) n �=o e=o A 
where Ap(9) is given by Equation 3.4 and numerically eval uated in 
Appendix 1. The bar symbol has been dropped from qabs for convenience. 
Equation 3.5 is the basic equati on for cal culating the radiation 
absorbed by the thermistor. The intensity I(e.�.A) defines the angular 
distribution of radiation irrad iating the thermistor . This irradiation 
of the thermistor comes from the d irect impingment of upward and 
downward propagating atmospheric radiation. as well as from radient 
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exchange between the thermistor and the rad iosonde bal loon and 
instrument package . In terms of components .. the intens ity I(9 .. 4> .. A) 
irrad iating the thermistor can be written as : 
l Ib(9 .. 4> .. A);  9 , 4>  c nb 
I(9 .. 4> .. A) = Irs(9 .. 4> .. A);  9 .. 4> c Ors 
I* (9 .. 4> .. A);  9 .. 4> ( nb .. nrs 
(3.6) 
where Ib(9 .. 4> .. A) is the intens ity irrad iating the thermistor from the 
sol id angle  nb cons isting of l ines of s ight (rays ) from the thermi stor 
that intersect the bal loon .. and Irs {9 ,4>,A) i s  the intens ity arriving 
from the sol id angle  Ors def ined by l ines of s ight from the thermistor 
that intersect the rad iosonde instrument. In  the remaining d irections 
the rad iation arriving at the thermi stor comes d irectly from the 
rad iation propagating through the atmosphere. Thus I* {9 ,4>,A)  is the 
rad ient intens ity that is modeled.. in layers , as the upward and 
downward propagating atmospheric rad iation . An atmospheric  rad iation 
model LOWTRAN 6 i s  used to derive the angu lar di stribution of the 
atmospheric radiation , in al l directions , versus a lt itude as a function 
of environmental cond itions . These environmental cond itions include 
surface temperature .. cloud cover , aerosol content .. solar zen ith angle ,  
surface reflection characteristics , gaseous constituents .. etc . 
Equation 3.6 can be analyzed by calculat ing the magn itude of each 
of the three terms to establ ish the s i gnificance of the first two . 
Th i s  i s  done in  Append ices 4 and 5 and summarized in  Sections 3.7. The 
express ion I*(9 ,4>,A) is derived from model ing the upward and downward 
propagation of atmospheric rad iation using the LOWTRAN 6 model . 
Section 3.6.3 describes th is  model . Other parameters needed in  the 
calculat ion of Equation 3 . 5  include the absorbtivity, a{A) of the 
thermistor as a function of wavelength . Th is  i s  known from laboratory 
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measurements . F igure 3 .4  from Schmidl in,  et a l . (1986) shows the 
absorptivity between 0 . 25 and 2 . 5  microns as a function of wavelength 
for the coating used on the standard rad iosonde thermistor . The 
emissivity i s  an integrated value for the infrared region from 2 . 5  to 
40 microns (Schmidl in,  et al . (1986) ) .  The influence of temperature on 
absorptivity i s  assumed negl igible  over the range of temperatures 
experienced by the thermistor. With th i s  informat ion ,  Equation 3 . 5  can 
be numerical ly integrated to g ive the rate of heat transfer to the 
thermistor due to absorbed rad iation .  Simp l ification , however , wi l l  be 
made before performing the integration .  
3 . 1 . 2 Rad iation Emitted by the Thermistor (qemis) 
Assuming the thermistor to act as a gray body and having a uniform 
temperature T and emissivity e, the total emittance over the ent ire 
surface area of the cyl indrical thermistor i s  g iven by Equation 3 . 7 .  
qemis = 2x(r1 + r2 - rw2) oT4en (3 . 7) 
where n i s  the index or refract ion of air  and a the Stephan Bolzman 
constant. The term containing rw2 i s  smal l compared to other terms and 
i s  ignored in further analys i s .  Assuming n i s  approximately 1 and the 
thermistor dimens ions are known , qemis  i s  expressed i s  a function of 
only one unknown , the thermistor temperature , for substituting into 
(Equation 3 .1 )  the heat balance equations . 
3 . 1 .3 Heat Transfer to Thermistor by Convect ion (qconv) 
The thermistor ascends through the air at a vertical veloc ity 
considerab ly greater in  magn itude than the horizontal veloc ity of the 
thermistor rel ative to the air.  Thus , for the purpose of determining a 
heat transfer coeff icient, the a irflow over the cyl inder can be 
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less than 2% of the total area of the thermistor and thus the 
convective transfer through the end plates can be i gnored . 
If  the amb ient temperature i s  denoted by T co,  and the convective 
heat transfer coeffic ient by he , then the heat ing rate of the 
thermistor (Kays and Crawford (1980 ) )  resulting from convection can be 
-� >· ... �;--;<"• 
written as : 
qconv = - 2xr1 he (T - Teo) (3 . 8) 
To determine the a irflow reg ime over the thermistor , the Reynolds 
number must be calculated . For a nominal bal loon r i se rate of 5 m/sec 
the Reynolds number , based upon the diameter of the cyl indrical 
thermi stor, varies from about 400 at the surface to 5 at 30 Km. Thus , 
l aminar flow i s  evident . The heat transfer coeff icient for laminar 
cross f low i s  g iven in  terms of Nusselt number as (Fand and Reswan i 
(1972) ) :  
Nu = 0 . 184 + 0 .324 Reo. s + 0. 291 Rem (3 . 9 )  
where m = 0 .247 + 0 . 0407 Re-o. 16s 
Th i s  equation shows a good fit  with experimental data for Reynolds 
numbers 10-2 to 10s . The Nusselt  number i s  related to the heat 
transfer coefficient by he = ��u where k i s  the thermal conductivity of 
_:-c.? 
air.  The thermal . conductivity i s  evaluated as a function of 
temperature us ing Equation 3 . 10 obtained from the U .S .  Standard 
Atmosphere Supplements (1966) . 
6 . 325 X 10-7 Tco3/2 
k = ---------
Teo + 245 .4  X 10-(1 2/T) (3 . 10)  
Al l variables in Equation 3 .8 ,  other than the unknown T can be 
evaluated and thus Equation 3 .8  can be substituted into Equation 3 . 1 .  
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3 . 1 .4 Heat Transfer by E l ectrical  Current (qelect) 
Heat i s  added to the thermistor as a result  of the e lectric current 
pass ing through the thermistor that is used to measure the thermistor • s  
res istance . The heating rate i s  given by: 
qe lect = I 2R (3 . 11 )  
where I i s  the current passing through the thermistor of res istance R .  
The current is  calculated from the known battery voltage of the 
rad iosonde (E = 18 volts )  and the total res i stance Rt of the c ircui t  
as : 
I = E/Rt (3 . 12 )  
The total res i stance of the c ircu it  incl udes contributions from the 
thermistor. the wiring. and a fixed res i stor. The thermistor 
res istance varies with temperature from appoximately 12 .000 ohms at 
310° K to 3 . 500.000 ohms at 200° K .  The fixed res i stor has a 
res i stance of Rf = 1 . 000.000 ohms . The res istance of the wires can be 
cons idered neg l igib l e .  Rewriting Equation 3 . 11  in  terms of the circu it 
res i stances g ives : 
E 2 R qe lect = (Rf + R)2 (3. 13) 
Equation 3 . 13 can be eval uated directly as a function of thermistor 
temperature us ing the thermistor cal ibrat ion curve to relate 
temperature to res i stance . However. the magnitude of the e lectrical 
heating term wi l l  be shown in  Sect ion 3 . 3  to be neg l ig ib le  throughout 
the entire temperature range experienced by the thermistor. 
3 . 1 . 5 Heat Transfer by Conduction from Lead Wires (qcond) 
The heating rate of the thermistor due to conduct ion through the 
l ead wires is given by (Arpac i (1966) ) :  \ 
2 aTw 1 qcond = 2x rw kw ai i=O (3 . 14) 
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The temperature grad ient of the wire at its i nterface with the 
therJnistor (R.=O) must be determined to eval uate the conduction term. 
Al l other parameters in Equation 3 . 14 have known or measured values . 
To determine the temperature grad ient in the lead wires requ ires 
developing the heat balance equation for the wires . Th i s  equation i s  
developed in  a manner s imi lar to that for the thermistor without 
assuming, however, that the lead wire temperature i s  un iform. Section 
3 . 2  develops the heat balance equation for the lead wires . 
3 . 1 . 6 Heat Balance Equat ion for Thermi stor 
Substituting into Equation 3 . 1  the expressions for each of the 
heating sources yields the fol lowing express ion for the t ime rate of 
change of the thermistor temperature . 
mC �� = qabs - 2n(rR. + r2 ) oT4en - 2nrR.hc (T - T�) 
2 2k aTw I + nrw w aR. R. = 0 (3 . 15)  
where qabs i s  g iven by Equat ion 3 . 5 .  Equation 3 . 15 cannot be solved 
directly for the thermistor temperature because, as previous ly 
mentioned , the grad ient of the lead wire temperature needed to eval uate 
the last term must be expressed in terms of T .  To  ach ieve th i s ,  an 
add itional heat balance equat ion must be derived for the heat transfer 
processes occurring in the lead wires . The fol lowing section derives 
th i s  heat balance equation .  After th i s  derivation ,  the solution of the 
heat balance equation for the lead wire wi l l  a l l ow the eval uation of 
the temperature grad ient at the thermi stor/wire i nterface wh ich , in  
turn , wi l l  permit  the solution of  Equation 3 . 15 .  
3 . 2  Heat Bal ance Equat ion for Lead Wires 
A control vol ume approach i s  used to derive the heat balance 
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equation for the lead wires . The temperature of the wire i s  assumed to 
be uniform radial ly but varying with length . For a control volume of 
length dJl. the time rate of change of the temperature of the control 
vol ume can be expressed as the sum of heat fluxes resulting from 
rad iation absorbed at the surface of the wire. the rad iant energy 
emitted by the wire . the convective heat transfer resulting from the 
a ir  motion over the wire. the electrical heating of the wire due to the 
current pass ing through the lead wire. and the conductive transfer of 
heat along the length of the wire. F igure 3 . 5  shows a sketch of the 
geometry of the lead wire control vol ume . 
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3 . 2 . 1  Absorption of Radiation by Lead Wires (Qwabs) 
An express ion for the absorption of radiation by the lead wires i s  
derived analogous to that for the thermistor . Cons ider radiation from 
the direction ( e .�)  of intens ity I ( a .�.A) strik ing an element of the 
lead wire of length dJl.. The rate of heat exchange to the wire of 
length dJl. from rad iation arriving in the d irection ( e .�) per sterad ian 
i s :  
dqw (e .�) = dApw ( a .� • ) f aw(A) I (a .�.A)dA A 
where dApw(a .� • ) i s  the projected area of the e lement of wire of length 
dJl. in the ( e .�) direction .  and � ·  i s  as defi ned i n  F igure 3 . 3 .  The 
average rate of rad ient heat transfer to the element dJl. over one 
revolution of the sensor. from the direction ( e .�) per un it  sol id  angle  
i s :  
dqw (e .� )  = dApw ( 9 )  f aw(A) I ( 9 .�.A)dA A 
where from Append ix 1 dApw ( 9 )  can be written as : 
dApw ( 9 )  = 2rw dJl. Fr(9)  
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j- d1 -J 
� 1 = + 00 0 1 = - oo  __. 
F i gure 3 . 5  Lead wire geometry . 
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and Fr(9) i s  the average percent of the length of an element of wire 
projected at an elevation ang le a , during one revolution .  
I ntegrating th is  rate of heat transfer over al l directions of 
incoming radi ation provides the total rad iant heat transfer rate of the 
wire of length d1 as : 
Q�abs d1 = 2rw d1 Fr(9 ) I I aw(A) I (e ,�,A)dndA 
A n 
(3 . 16) 
The above equation is  analogous to that derived for the absorption by 
the surface of the rod thermistor . Th i s  equation i s  evaluated in  the 
same manner as Equation 3 . 5  for the thermistor . 
3 . 2 . 2  Rad iation Emitted by Lead Wires (qwemis) 
Because the temperature of a l ead wire var ies with length over the 
d i stance d1, the value of Tw at the midpoint of the control volume wi l l  
be assumed for calculating the emitted rad iation.  Assuming a gray 
body, the power emitted (Sparrow and Cess (1978) )  i s  g iven by: 
(3 . 17)  
The val ue for al l parameters in  the above equation are known except for 
the wire temperature wh ich i s  cons idered the unknown . 
3 . 2 . 3  Heat Transfer to Lead Wires by Convection (Qwconv) 
The heat convection term for the l ead wire control vol ume i s  g iven 
by: 
dQwconv = 2xrwhcw (Tw(l) - Too) dl (3 . 18) 
The heat transfer coefficient is assumed to be that of a cyl inder in 
l aminar crossflow as given by Equation 3 . 9 .  The a ir  temperature Too i s  
assumed a s  a g iven . Thus , the on ly unknown in  the above equation i s  
the temperature of the wire . 
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3 . 2 .4 Heat Transfer by E lectrical Current (qwel ect) 
The equation for electrical heating of the l ead wires i s :  
dqwelect = I 2Rw di (3 . 19)  
The current , I ,  pass ing through the lead wires depends upon the battery 
voltage and the res istance of the c ircu it  and has been given by 
Equation 3 . 12 .  The e lectrical res istance of the l ead wire per un it  
l ength , Rw, i s  a funct ion of the wire temperature but can be cons idered 
to have an approximate magn itude 0 . 0035 ohms per em throughout the 
temperature range of interest .  The ca  1 cu  1 at  ion of  the magn itude of 
Equation 3 . 19 wi l l  show the electrical  heating term for the l ead wires 
to be neg l ig ib le  (see Section 3 .3 ) . 
3 . 2 . 5  Heat Transfer by Conduct ion Through Lead Wire (qwcond) 
The net conduction of thermal energy into the control vol ume i s  the 
d ifference between the heat flowing into one end of the control vol ume 
by conduction and that flowing out the other end . For a wire of radius 
aTw rw the heat conduction into the segment di is g i ven by qin  = -xrw2kw-ar 
2 aTw a aTw and that out of the segment as q0ut = - xrw kw-ar + ai (- xrw2kw-ar) di 
so that the net conduction into the control volume i s :  
{ 3 . 20 ) 
The only unknown variable  in  calculating the right s i de of Equation 
3 . 20 is  the wire temperature Tw. 
3 . 2 . 6  Heat Balance Equat ion for Lead Wires 
By summing a l l of the heat transfer terms for a lead wire,  the heat 
balance equation becomes : 
aTw • xrw2PwCw -at = qwabs - 2nrwEwOTw4 n2 - 2nrwhcw{Tw - T�) 
a2Tw + xrw2 kw -- + J 2Rw 
a12 
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( 3 . 21)  
The spatial boundary cond itions for solv ing th is  second-order 
aTw d ifferential  equation are Tw = T at 1 = 0 and at = 0 at 1 = + � where 
1 is  the d i stance along the wire from the thermistor/lead wire 
junct ion.  The unknown in solving Equation 3.21  is  the wire temperature 
as a function of length and t ime . Because the wire temperature i s  a 
very s l owly chang ing funct ion of t ime , as the bal loon ascends through 
the atmosphere, the time variation can be neg lected and Equat ion 3 . 21 
becomes an ord inary differential equation . The amb ient temperature is  
assumed to  be  g iven . The absorption term is not a function of  the wire 
temperature and can be cons idered a constant for solving the equation 
at a g iven altitude . Equation 3 .21  is  a second-order , non-homogeneous 
non-l inear differential  equation that does not possess a closed 
form analytic sol ution,  but can be integrated once (as shown in  Section 
dT 
3 .4) and d� eval uated at 1 = 0.  Th i s  grad ient of the wire temperature 
at the thermistor/lead wire junction is  then substituted into Equation 
3 . 15 for eval uating the temperature of the thermistor. Equation 3 . 15 ,  
in  its steady-state form, i s  an algebraic  equation solved iteratively 
for the thermistor temperature . 
described in  Section 3 .4. 
The solution method is further 
3 . 3  Magn itude of Terms in Heat Bal ance Equation 
Prior to attempting the solution of the heat balance equations of 
the thermistor and lead wire, an estimate has been made of the 
magnitude of each term in each equation .  Direct calculation of every 
term was not possible  because of the unknown val ue of various 
derivatives and integral s .  However , us ing appropriate assumptions , 
order of magn itude estimates (or maximum val ue estimates ) cou ld be 
establ ished. 
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The assumptions include s impl ifying the absorption term to consist 
of separate solar and infrared components . Maximum solar absorption 
was assumed to occur at a h igh solar zen ith with 50% albedo . To 
estimate infrared absorption,  an equ ivalent b l ack body temperature for 
upwel l ing and downwel l ing atmospheric rad iation was assumed (Gergen 
(1957 ) )  and the thermistor absorption due to th is  b lackbody temperature 
calcu lated. An equ ivalent black body atmospheric temperature for 
upwel l ing (downwel l ing)  rad iation is  def ined to be the temperature 
assumed by a perfect b lackbody flat surface, oriented paral lel  to the 
earth , with upper (lower) surface insulated and lower (upper) surface 
in radi ative equa l ibrium with the atmosphere. 
Append ix 2 describes the calcu lation of the magn itude of each term 
in the heat balance equations . The parameter values used as input to 
the calcu lations are shown in Tab le  3 . 1 .  The resulting order of 
magnitude estimates are shown in Tab le  3 . 2 .  Note that the un its for 
the thermistor heat balance equat ion are cal/sec wh ich d iffers from the 
lead wire units of cal/sec per em of length of the lead wires . From 
th is  order of magn itude analys is  we can concl ude that : a) the 
electrical heating of the thermistor and lead wires is at least two 
orders of magnitude smal ler than the other terms and can be i gnored; 
b)  the lead wire conduction term can be very s i gnificant if  the 
temperature grad ient in the lead wire at the thermistor junction i s  
greater than 0 . 1 °  K/cm; and c) by assuming an atmospheric temperature 
gradient of 1 °  K per 100 m the magn itude of the time rate of change 
term, with a bal loon rise rate of 5 m/sec (�� � 0 . 05 °/sec) is  
approximately 8.4  X 10-4 wh ich is  smal ler than the other s ignificant 
terms . Thus , assuming a steady state solution [ �� = 0 ) is  not 
unrea l i stie. 
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0 . 12g 
0 . 14 ca 1/g OK 
0 . 06 em 
4 .0  em 
4 X 10-3 cal/sec cm2 OK (surface) 




1 . 354 X 10-12 cal/sec crn2 OK4  




12 ,000 (310° K)  to 3,500 , 000 (200° K)  ohms 
1 , 000 ,000 ohms 
0 . 093 cal/g OK (copper) 
8 .9  g/cm3 (copper) 









0 . 92 cal/sec em OK 
0 . 06 (tin coat1ng) 
. 0035 ohms/em 
1 . 92 X 10-2 cal/sec cm2 OK (surface) 
3 . 26 X 10-3 cal/sec cm2 OK (30 Km) 
300° K (max) 
200° K (min)  
0 . 15 (standard coat1ng) 
0 . 08 (t in coating) 
333 . 5  X 10-4 cal/sec cm2 (sol ar power) 
3 .4 Method of Solving Heat Balance Eguat ions 
Restricting the heat balance Equations 3 . 15 and 3 .21  to those terms 
wh 1ch are s 1 gnificant results 1n  the fol lowing equat ions to be solved 
for the thermistor temperature T and wire temperature Tw: 
dTw I 0 = qabs -2x (rJ!. + r2 ) aT4e - 2nrJ!. hc(T - Too) + 2nrw2 kw dJ!. 
(thermi stor heat balance, qabs given by Equation 3 . 5 ) 
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1=0 
(3 . 22)  





Heat Balance Comments 
Time rate 
of change 
me dT dt 





Wal l s  
cal/sec 
1 . 68 X 10-2  �� 
2 .88 X 10-3 
2 . 21 X 10-3 
1 . 44 X 10-2 
3 . 08 X 10-3  
cal/sec em 
4 . 1 X lQ-4 �� 
8 .0  x lo-s ZE=80o , 
Albedo=50% 
0 . 53 X 10-s TE=250 oK 
3 . 34 X 10-s T=300o K 
7 . 68 X lQ-4 Can i gnore 
end p lates 
E l ectr ical 1 . 3  X 10-s (max) 2 . 16 X 10- 1 1  (max) Assumes 1 ,000 ,000 
Heating 
Conduction 
9 . 1  X lQ-7 (min ) 2 . 09 X lQ-1 4 (min) 
dT d2T 
2 . 1  X 10-2 ___!!_ I 4 .5  X 10-4 __ w 
d� �=o d�2 
ohms fixed 
res i stance 
1 d2Tw 0 = qwabs -2xrw ew aTw4 - 2xrw hcw(Tw - T�) + xrw2 kw d�2 
(lead wire heat balance , q�abs g iven by Equation 3 . 16) . 
(3 . 23) 
Equations 3 . 22 and 3 . 23 are solved s imultaneously at various 
altitudes that represent the path of an ascend ing rad iosonde bal loon 
from the surface to 30 Km. An atmospheric temperature and dens ity 
profi le  are assumed as input. Rev iewing the terms in  Equation 3 .22 and 
I 3 . 23,  qabs and qwabs can be calculated independent of both the air 
temperature and the unknown thermistor temperature provided the 
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thermistor absorptivity i s  not a function of thermistor temperature and 
that the irrad iation of the thermistor from above and below i s  not 
dependent upon the local air temperature -- both val id  assumptions . 
Sections 3 . 5, 3 .  7 ,  and 3 .8  d i scuss the calcu lation of the qabs and 
Qwabs terms for d ifferent environmental condit ions . The emissivities ,  
e and ew, in  the emiss ion terms are also assumed to be i ndependent of 
the unknown thermistor and wire temperatures . The heat transfer 
coefficient i n  the convect ive heating terms i s  a function of Reynolds 
number and i s  a l so i ndependent of the thermistor and wire temperatures . 
The thermal conductivity of the lead wire , kw, i n  the conduction terms 
can be cons idered independent of the wire temperature with in  the range 
of temperatures experienced by the lead wires . 
With the above assumptions , al l of wh ich are reasonab le,  the form 
of Equations 3 . 22 and 3 .23 can be written as : 
K l + K2T + K3T4 = - �!w 1 1=0 
and 
d2Tw � = J1 + J2Tw + J3Tw4 
where K i and J i are g iven in  Table  3 . 3 .  
( 3 . 24) 
( 3 . 25)  
Tab le 3.3  Express ions for the Constants i n  Heat Balance Equations 
2hcw J2 = - --rw kw 
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The boundary conditions are that the thermistor and wire temperature 
are equal at the interface : 
Tw = T at .fl. = 0 
and that the wire temperature approaches a constant at large di stances 
from the interface . Th is  fol lows from the fact that a l l heat transfer 
processes affecting the wire , except conduction through the wire , are 
independent of wire length; the heat conduction through the wire 
decreases with increased distance from the thermistor . Thus , 
Tw = canst at .fl. = + oo 
and 
dTw d2Tw 
di = d.fl.2 = 0 at .fl. = + 00 
Mult iplying Equation 3 .25 by 2 dTw/di and integrating g ives : 
[ dd� w ]
2 
- 2 f � (J l + J2Tw + J3Tw4 )dTw 
or 
(3 .26) 
(3 . 27) 
The constant 0 is evaluated from the boundary cond ition that the 
temperature grad ient in the wire goes to zero at l arge d istances from 
the thermistor, that i s :  
dTw 
di = 0 as .fl. � 00 
The temperature of the wire at .fl. =  oo i s  des i gnated Tw,oo• L ikewise,  
d2T 
substituting di1 = 0 as .fl. � oo into Equation 3 . 25 g ives the wire 
temperature at .fl. = oo as a solution to the equat ion: 
4 J l + J2Tw,oo + J3 Tw,oo = 0 (3 . 28) 
Resubsti tuting the val ue of 0 into Equation 3 . 27 g ives : 
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d
d�w = ± [ 2J 1 (Tw - Tw �) + J2 (T� - T� �) + 2 5J3 (T� - T� �) ] 1
12 
h • • • ( 3 . 29)  
where Tw,� is  evaluated by solving Equat ion 3 . 28 .  
Evaluating Equation 3 .29 at  the wire/thermistor junction (1=0) gives : 
d
d�w I = ± [ 2J1 (T - Tw �) + J2 (T2- T� �) + 25J3 (Ts- T� �) ] 1
/2 
h 1=0 • • • ( 3 . 30)  
The two sol utions of the above equat ion reflect the heat flow into or 
out of the thermistor depend ing whether the thermistor or wire 
temperature is  larger . Equation 3 . 30 i s  substituted into Equation 3 . 24 
to give the equation for the thermistor temperature : 
The above equation i s  a funct ion of one unknown , T .  s ince the wire 
temperature Tw,� is  calculated from Equation 3 . 28. Based on 
quas i-steady state assumptions , the constants J1 , J2 , J3 , K1 , K2 , K 3 ,  
are evaluated at  each altitude for wh ich a sol ution for the thermistor 
temperature i s  des ired . Equation 3 . 31 i s  an a lgebra ic equation solved 
i ternatively for T using the air temperature as the i n itial  guess of T .  
Convergence was ach ieved by interval having unt i l  I Ti-Ti -1 1 � 0 .001 ° K .  
3 . 5  Sens itivity of Parameters to Temperature Correction 
Solving the heat balance equations for the thermistor temperature 
a l l ows the determination of the rad iosonde temperature error (�T = T -
T�) wh ich i s  defined as the thermistor temperature minus the air 
temperature . For routine National Weather Service rad iosonde 
observation ,  the thermistor temperature is assumed to be the air 
temperature . Thus �T can be thought of as the temperature error in  the 
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NWS measurement . 
A primary purpose of th is  study i s  to provide an understand ing of 
how the temperature error.. AT.. changes under d ifferent environmenta 1 
conditions . Th i s  i s  ach ieved by calculating AT under a representative 
set of i nput conditions and then varying each parameter to establ ish  
the sens itivity of AT to changes i n  that parameter . Sens itivity 
analys is  parameters include env ironmental variables .. spatial  variables 
and i nstrumentation variables .  Tab le 3 .4  shows a l i st of sens itivity 
analys i s  variables and the heat transfer terms in  wh ich they play a 
role.  Sens itivity analys is variables for the absorption term include a 
and a 11 of the env i ronmenta 1 parameters wh ich re 1 ate to the various 
rad iant i ntens ities .. I* .. I .. Ib and Irs (see Equation 3 . 6) . The 
rad iation absorption term requires the most extens ive mode 1 i ng . The 
rad iative fluxes absorbed by the thermistor from the env ironment are 
modeled i n  wavelength bands over a wide range of environmental 
parameters . Section 3 . 6  describes the mode l ing of these rad iative 
f l uxes . The heating of the thermistor by absorbed rad iation depends 
upon the absorptivity of the thermistor and the absorptivity of the 
lead wires . These absorptivity values are obta ined from laboratory 
measurements as a function of wavelength . Wavelengths of i nterest can 
be restricted to 0 . 25 � A � 40 microns s i nce over 95% of the solar and 
earth emitted rad iation is  concentrated in th i s  reg ion (Val ley ( 1965 ) ) .  
When the express ion for Ap from Append ix  1 i s  substituted into 
Equation 3 . 5  .. qabs is seen to be the product of the cross-sectional 
area of the thermistor, the therma 1 energy per un it area irrad iating 
the thermistor and the absorpt ivity of the thermistor .. i ntegrated over 
al l wavelengths . Al l of the above are varied as sens itivity analys i s  
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Table  3 . 4  Sens itivity Analys i s  Parameters 
Parameter Heat Transfer Term 
* I , I ,  Ib , Irs Qabs • Qwabs 
a(:\) Qabs 
aw(:\) Qwabs 
& Qemis  
&w Qwemis  
r ,  R. Qemis • Qelect• Qcond • Qconv 
rw Qwcond 
he , Teo Qconv 
parameters .  In th is  section ,  however , the sens itivity of AT to the 
magnitude of thermal energy irrad iating the thermistor i s  analyzed 
without spec ifying what environmental parameters effect the magnitude. 
The relationship  between the magn itude of thermal energy and 
environmental parameters i s  cons idered in Section 3 . 6 . 3 . 2  and then 
related to AT throughout the computations carried out i n  th i s  section .  
The thermistor emiss ion term conta ins r,  1 ,  and & ,  al l of wh ich are 
varied as sens itivity analys is  parameters . The convective transfer 
term for the thermistor requ ires an express ion for the heat transfer 
coefficient for a cyl inder in crossflow. A Reynolds number of less 
than 400 throughout the fl ight assures laminar flow. The heat transfer 
coefficient , or Nusselt  number, is  expressed as a function of Reynolds 
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number wh ich , in  turn , relates to the diameter of the thermi stor and 
the velocity of the air over the thermistor (or bal loon rise rate) . 
The rise rate variab i l ity was investigated and found not to have a 
major influence or Nusselt number and thus not incl uded as a 
sens itivity analys i s  variable .  The thermistor rad ius i s  cons idered as 
a sens itivity analys is  variable .  The heat conduction from the lead 
wires into the thermistor is  bel ieved to be a s ign ificant term and 
requires an accurate determination of the temperature grad ient at the 
interface with the thermistor . Solution for the grad ient requires , in  
turn, solving the heat balance equation for the l ead wires as 
previously described . The on ly add itional sens itivity analys is  
parameters derived from the lead wire equat ion are the absorptivity, 
aw• and emissivity,  Ew• of the lead wires and the rad ius ,  rw• of the 
l ead wires . 
The parameters l i sted in  Tab le  3 .4 have been varied over a 
representat ive range of values shown in Tabl e  3. 5 to estab l i sh the 
influence of each parameter on the rad iosonde temperature error. The 
variab i l ity of the rad iant intensity parameters I* , I ,  etc . i s  
estab l i shed in  a later section .  A range of values of  total rad iation 
absorbed by the thermistor and l ead wire ,  as defined in  Tab l e  3 . 5 ,  
serves as input for the sens itivity analyi s .  
3 . 5 . 1  Sens it ivity Ana lys i s  Results 
The heat balance equat ions for the lead wires (Equation 3 .22)  and 
thermi stor ( Equation 3 .23) are solved for the steady-state thermistor 
temperature over the range of parametric val ues as d i scussed in  the 
previous section .  The range of values span those commonly encountered 










Tab le  3 . 5  Values of Sens itivity Ana lys i s  Variab les 
Base l i ne Val ue 
3 . 61 X 10-3 cal/sec 
Qabs rw Ew* -R.- r £ 
1 .  7 (30 Km) 
220o K  
0 .86 
0 . 06 
0 . 06 em 
0 . 0125 em 
4 . 0  em 
Range 
1 . 7  � Nu � 8 . 0  (6 Km) 
194° < T < 274° - -
0 . 2  � E < 1 . 0  
0 . 02 � Ew � 0 .86 
0 . 02 � r � 0 . 10 
0 . 006 � rw � 0 . 02 
4 .0  � R, < 16. 0 
I * Qwabs scales with Qabs according to th i s  rel ationsh ip  
during both day and n ight fl ight cond i tions . The parameters that were 
varied in  th i s  analys is  are: the rad iation absorbed by the thermistor 
(Qabs ) and l ead wire (Qwabs ) ,  the air temperature (T ... ) ,  the Nusselt  
number (Nu ) , the emissivity of the thermistor (E )  and lead wires (Ew) ,  
the rad ius of the thermistor (r) and lead wire (rw) ,  and the length of 
the thermistor (R.) .  The absorbed rad iation i s  divided i nto day versus 
n ight f l ights . For night fl ights , the absorbed rad iation i s  restricted 
to the i nfrared band from 2 . 5  � >. � 40 ll with a constant emissivity 
(absorptivity) assumed over the band . For day f l i ghts , the solar and 
i nfrared components are comb ined by addition .  The solar rad iation 
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absorbed by the thermistor and lead wire are wavelength dependent 
through «(X) and «w(X) . A range of values of absorbed rad iation that 
are uti l ized in th is sens itivity analys i s  reflect mid-latitude 
environmental cond itions and the wavelength dependent absorption 
properties of the standard NWS rad iosonde ( see F igure 3 .  4) • The 
Nusselt  number is varied to account for the a ltitude , or change in  
density,  effect on  the temperature error f1 T .  The convective heat 
transfer coefficient is the only variable  in the heat balance equations 
that is i nfluenced by a change in dens ity or a lt itude. (Note however , 
the rad iation terms are expected to vary somewhat with a ltitude. Th is  
i s  analyzed in  Sect ion 3 . 6) . 
3 . 5 . 1 . 1  Nighttime Sensitivity Analys is  
A set of  basel ine values were chosen wh ich are phys ical ly 
representative of those expected for a nominal f l i ght condition. These 
basel ine values and a range of variation for each parameter are shown 
in  Tab le  3 . 5  and served as i nput for solv ing the heat balance 
equations . F igures 3 . 6  through 3 . 9  show results from parameter 
variations under n ighttime cond itions with no solar input. Al l 
variab les held constant i n  F igures 3 . 6  and 3 . 9  are fixed at their 
basel ine values . 
Influence of Absorbed Rad iation 
F igure 3 . 6  i s  a plot of the temperature error versus absorption for 
two selected temperature val ues with two additional calculations that 
extend the range of temperatures . Th is f igure shows s ignificant 
variation i n  the temperature error with changes i n  absorbed rad iation. 
Environmental changes due to cloud cover and earth surface temperature 
cou ld account for perhaps a 50% change in  the i nfrared rad iation 
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(Wenkert ( 1985 ) )  wh ich , from the basel ine val ue of 3 . 6  X 10-3 cal/sec . 
wou ld,  in  turn , change the temperature error by as much as 1 °  K .  In  
general ,  F igure 3.6  shows , for an altitude of 30 Km, a temperature 
error change of approximately 0 . 7 °  K for each change in  absorbed 
infrared rad iation of 1 X 10-3 cal/sec . Figure 3 . 6  a l so shows a large 
variation in  the temperature error with air temperature as seen by the 
individual data po ints shown . Th i s  occurs because the absorption of 
infrared rad iation by the thermistor and lead wires can be cons idered 
i ndependent of temperature wh i le the energy emitted i s  proportional to 
the fourth power of the thermi stor temperature wh ich , a lthough not 
exact, i s  c lose to the air temperature . Thus , as the temperature of 
the atmosphere at a particular altitude ( in th i s  case 30 Km) changes 
with season or geograph ic location,  the emi ss ion then changes and 
produces a very s ign ificant change in the radiosonde temperature error . 
Influence of Altitude 
The variation of temperature error with a lt itude i s  shown in F igure 
3 . 7  for various air temperatures . The temperature error increases with 
increas ing altitude (decreas ing Nu) at a l l  a ir  temperatures . Th i s  
occurs because the heat transfer by convection increases with increased 
air dens ity (decreas ing altitude) wh i le the absorbed rad iation,  emitted 
rad iation ,  and conduction heat transfer processes are not dependent on 
atmospheric  dens ity or altitude . The rate of change of the temperature 
error with altitude i s  more s ign if icant when the temperature error 
itself i s  l arge . Th i s  i s  bel ieved to be due to the fact that as f1T 
increases the emiss ion term wh ich varies as the fourth power of 
temperature predominate over the convect ive influence wh ich varies to 
the first power . 
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Influence of Air Temperature 
The variation of the thermistor temperature error with air 
temperature at a given altitude i s  very s ign ificant . Even at low 
a ltitudes , s ign ificant temperature errors may occur under extreme 
maxima or min imum air temperature cond itions . 
Influence of Emissivity 
In the sens itivity analys is  of emissivity, the irrad iation of the 
thermistor (rather than the amount absorbed by the thermistor) , was 
held constant at the val ue assoc iated with the basel ine cond itions 
wh i le the emissivity of the thermistor and lead wires were 
i ndependently varied. Since the amount of absorbed infrared rad iation 
is  directly proportional to the emiss ivity, as is  the amount emitted , a 
change in  emissivity proportional ly changes the magnitude of these two 
terms . A change in  the temperature error occurs , however, because the 
convective and conduction terms must compensate to make the 
steady-state heat balance equation equal to zero . Thus , a change in  
the thermistor temperature results . F igure 3 .8  shows the change in 
thermistor temperature error as a function of changes in  £ and Ew· The 
emiss ivity of the wire is seen to exert no real i nfluence on the 
temperature of the thermistor. The emiss ivity of the thermistor has a 
moderate infl uence on �T . However , for the standard rawinsonde 
thermistor (£ = 0 .86)  any smal l deviations from th i s  value would  
introduce a negl igible  change into the thermistor temperature error . 
Influence of Rad ius and Length 
A review of the heat transfer equation for the thermistor and lead 
wires shows that the absorpt ion, convection and emiss ion terms are 
directly proportional to the rad ius . In  essence , however , the heat 
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transfer coefficient in  the convective terms i s  a nonl inear function of 
rad ius so that the convective terms do not actual ly vary in direct 
proportion to the radius .  Thus , changes in radi us of  the thermistor or 
wire wi l l  not effect al l terms proportional ly. I n  the sens itivity 
analys i s  of rad ius and length the atmospheric rad iation was held fixed 
at the val ue correspond ing to that basel ine cond ition wh i le the amount 
absorbed by the thermistor varied in proportion to its length and 
rad ius . F igure 3 . 9  shows the variations in the thermistor temperature 
error resulting from a two-fold increase and decrease in  the rad ius of 
the thermistor and lead wires . Results from th i s  f igure show for the 
thermistor error , a maximum change in �T of ± 0. 15°  K over th is  range. 
A phys ical examination of several thermistors reveal s  minimal  variation 
in  rad ius -- far less than the factor of two tolerances calculated . 
Thus , thermistor non-uniformities in  d iameter contribute negl igibly to 
the radiosonde temperature error . Variation i n  the radi us of the lead 
wires shows a change in �T of less than 0. 1 o K over the same range. 
The manufacturing tolerance of the rad ius of the lead wire is  
percentage wise  better than the thermistor . Thus , th i s  factor does not 
s i gnificantly influence the rad iosonde temperature error. 
The length of the thermistor appears only in  the thermistor (not 
lead wire) heat balance equation .  The absorption,  convection and 
emission terms of the heat balance equat ion are directly proportional 
to the 1 ength .t. The conduction through the ends of the cy 1 i ndr i ca 1 
thermistor i s ,  however , independent of thermistor lengths . Thus , 
variations i n  the thermistor temperature error due to the length of the 
thermistor reflect the rate of thermal energy that can be transported 
by conduction through the lead wires . F igure 3 . 9  shows the variation 
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in  AT for a variation of thermistor length from 4 to 16 em. Only a 
0 . 2 °  K increase in the temperature error occurs over th i s  extreme 
change in  thermistor lengths .  Thus . for practical appl ication . the 
length of the thermistor is independent of the rad iosonde temperature 
error . 
3 . 5 . 1 . 2  Daytime Sens itivity Analys is  
To establ ish the variation of AT for daytime cond itions an 
additional absorption term for the solar rad iation impinging on the 
thermistor and lead wires was included in the heat balance equations . 
The total absorbed rad iation was the sum of two components . an infrared 
rad iation component for 2 . 5  � A � 40� and the sol ar component in the 
wavelength range from 0 .25 � A < 2 . 5�.  The basel ine val ue for the 
infrared used in the nighttime calcu lations was retained for the day 
sens it iv ity analys i s .  No variations in  the infrared rad iation was 
introduced into the daytime calculations . For the solar component . a 
basel ine val ue of 3 . 2  X 10-3 cal/sec for absorption by the thermistor 
was uti l ized . The absorption by the wires took on a directly related 
val ue cons i stent with its d imensions and absorptivity.  The basel ine 
values for the other parameters and their range of variab i l i ty were the 
same as those introduced into the n ighttime analys i s  ( see Table  3 . 5 ) . 
Influence of Absorbed Rad iation 
F igure 3 . 10 shows s ign ificant change in the temperature error with 
both the amount of absorbed solar rad iation and with air temperature . 
The amount of absorbed solar rad iation depends upon environmental 
factors such as cloud cover . solar angle and aerosol content. as we l l  
as the absorptivity of the thermistor. The standard NWS rad iosonde has 
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Figure 3 . 10 Variat ion in  the thermistor temperature error , �T,  with 
the amount of solar rad iation absorbed by the thermi stor 
at d i fferent air  temperatures . 
absorptivity of solar wavelength rad iation. Since the absorbed 
radiation i s  directly proportional to absorptiv ity, thermistors with a 
h ighly absorbent coating wou ld increase the amount of absorbed solar 
rad iation by a factor of 5 or even more. Accord ing to Figure 3 . 10 ,  the 
resulting temperature error would  increase by many degrees . As a note 
of interest , experimental daytime fl ights using b lack paint coated 
thermi stors have verified a 5 ° -10°  K increase in the thermistor 
temperature over that obtained with the standard rad iosonde thermistor. 
For daytime fl ights , as for nighttime,  a change in absorbed rad iation 
at an altitude of 30 Km of 1 X 10-3 cal/sec produces a change of about 
0 . 7 °  K i n  the temperature error. 
Influence of Solar Angle 
The solar zenith angle  affects the average amount of rad iation 
impinging on the cyl indrical  thermistor during a 360 ° thermistor 
rotation. The average thermistor irradiation as a function of 
e levation angle  i s  derived in Append ix 1 .  Applying th i s  derivation to 
the solar elevation shows that a 35% decrease in maximum irrad iation 
occurs when going from a solar elevation angl e  of 90° to 0 °  (also see 
Talbot ( 1972 ) ) .  A 35% decrease relative to the basel ine val ue of 
absorbed solar rad iation wi l l  result in (Figure 3 . 10)  a decrease in AT 
of 0 . 7 °  K .  Th is  value i s  cons istent with that experimental ly derived 
by Macinturff and Finger (Tab le 2 . 1 )  uti l iz ing day/night temperature 
d ifferences at varying dayt ime solar angles .  
Influence of Air Temperature 
The variation in AT with air temperature reflects the ab i l ity or 
inab i l ity of the thermistor to d iss ipate the solar and infrared energy 
through emiss ion and convect ion.  At very h igh temperatures , the 
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infrared energy emitted from the thermistor may even exceed the 
combined solar and infrared absorpt ion produc ing a negative temperature 
error. It  must be kept in  mind, however , that F igure 3 . 10 assumes a 
basel ine val ue of absorbed infrared radiation .  Variations from the 
basel ine value move the fami ly of curves i n  F igure 3 . 10 upward or 
downward as appropri ate. 
Infl uence of Altitude 
F igure 3 . 11 shows a moderate variation i n  llT with altitude. As 
with the n ighttime case, increased convect ion decreases the magn itude 
of llT at the lower altitudes . An altitude increase from 15 Km to 30 Km 
can increase the temperature error by 50%. In general ,  more variation 
during a fl ight wou ld be expected due to changes in  the atmospheric 
temperature profi le than due to the influence of a lt itude or Nusselt 
number. 
Influence of Emiss ivity 
The infl uence of the emiss iv ity was assessed by hold ing fixed the 
rad iant energy impinging upon the thermistor at the val ue correspond ing 
to the basel ine cond itions , wh i le varying the amount of infrared 
rad iation absorbed and emitted through the emi ss ivity of the thermistor 
and lead wires . The influence of emissivity on llT i s  depicted in 
F igure 3 . 12 .  As was observed with the n ighttime case, the wire 
emissivity has no measurab le influence on the thermistor temperature 
error. The variation in llT with the thermistor emissivity i s  minimal . 
The variab i l ity in  the emiss iv ity of the standard NWS rad iosonde thus 
i s  not a source of apprec iable  error . 
Influence of Rad ius and Length 
The variation in  llT due to changes in  d imens ion of the thermistor 
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F igure 3 .12 Var i at i on i n  therm i stor temperature error with changes in  
the em i s s i v i ty of  the therm i stor and l ead wires . 
and lead wires were assessed by ho l d ing fixed the thermal energy per 
un it area impinging on the thermi stor at the rate associated with the 
basel ine cond itions . Changes in  thermistor dimens ions produced the 
results shown in F igure 3 . 13 .  Th i s  figure , wh ich incl udes the 
influence of solar rad iation, shows a temperature error somewhat larger 
than for the correspond ing n ighttime case. Th i s  increased magnitude i s  
partial ly due to the fact that the temperature error itself  i s  of a 
larger magn itude . Thus , the various terms contribute proportional ly 
more to the temperature error . Nevertheless , from th i s  f igure the 
contribution to �T from errors in the d imensions of the thermistor and 
lead wire wou ld  be expected to be less than 0 . 1 ·  K at 30 Km altitude 
even when �T i s  l arge . 
3 . 5 . 1 . 3  Conc l us ions 
Results from the sens itivity analys is  have provided important 
i nformation concern ing those parameters that s ignificantly influence 
the rad iosonde temperature error . Results were obtained for both 
daytime and n ightime atmospheric rad iation cond itions and are 
summarized as fol lows . 
Nighttime Rad iation 
1 )  Environmental changes in the infrared rad iation budget wh ich can 
occur due to c loud cover, surface temperature, aerosol s  and gases 
can s ignif icantly affect the rad iosonde temperature error . A 50% 
change in  the rad iation budget (wh ich i s  not unreasonab le  as shown 
in  Sect ion 3 . 6) can cause a 1 • change in the temperature error . 
2 )  The air temperature great ly i nf l uences �T because the thermi stor 
temperature , wh ich control s  the rate of energy d iss ipated through 
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change in  T� by 20° K at 30 Km can produce a change in  AT of 1 °  K 
or more . 
3 )  The temperature error increases with increased altitude due to  a 
lessening influence of convect ion .  For th i s  reason the temperature 
error may s ign ificantly increase in  magnitude between 15 Km and 30 
Km. 
4) Changes i n  the emissivities of the thermistor and lead wires from 
their nominal values due to manufacturing processes has no 
s ignificant infl uence on AT. 
5 )  Variation in  the dimens ion of the thermistor and lead wires from 
their manufacturing specifications does not contribute 
s ignificantly to the error in AT . 
Daytime Rad iation 
Results from varying sens itivity parameters under daytime solar 
environmental cond itions are s imi lar to the n ighttime results . 
1 )  Environmental changes in  the solar rad iation budget s ign ificantly 
affect the thermistor temperature error (AT) . A 50% change in  
solar irrad iation can produce a change in AT of 1 °  K or more. 
2 )  Changes i n  solar elevation angle from 90° to 0 °  resu lts i n  a 35% 
decrease in  solar heating of the thermistor . Th i s ,  in  turn , can 
cause a decrease in AT of � 0 . 7 °  K at 30 Km. These resu lts are 
cons istent with the experimental results shown in  Tab le  2 . 1 .  
3 )  Changes i n  air temperature s ign ificantly affect AT . A 20° K change 
in T� at 30 Km produces a change in AT of somewhat less than 1 °  K .  
4 )  An increase in  altitude produces a larger AT because of the 
lessoning influence of convection .  An alti tude increase from 15 
to 30 Km results in increas ing AT to approximately 1 . 5  t imes its 15 
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Km val ue .  
5 )  The thermistor temperature error i s  not s ignificantly influenced by 
variations in  the emiss ivity of the thermistor and lead wires from 
their nominal  values under solar rad iation conditions . 
6) The thermistor temperature error shows some sens itive to changes in  
the rad i us of  the thermistor and lead wires , and the length of  the 
thermistor . However, the variab i l ity of these parameters from 
their nominal values i s  not sufficient to cause a change in  �T of 
more than 0 . 1 °  K .  
3 . 6  Solar and Infrared Irrad iation of Rad iosonde Thermistor 
As previous ly defined in Section 3 . 1 . 1  I* ( 9 ,� ,1)  i s  the rad iant 
intens ity of the atmosphere at a g iven altitude , at wavelength 1 in the 
direction spec ified by elevation angle,  9 ,  and az imuth , � . The 
intens ity I* ( 9 ,� ,1) includes contributions from solar rad iation,  both 
direct and reflected , long-wave emissions from the ground , the c louds , 
the atmosphere and terrestrial and background rad iation from the sky.  
A model wi l l  be uti l ized that calculates the upward and downward fluxes 
of atmospheric rad iative intens ities at altitude leve ls  from the 
surface to 30 Km -- the maximum height of the radiosonde sens ing 
altitude . The model wi l l  uti l ize env ironmental input parameters that 
can be varied so as to vary the rad iative fl uxes with in  the range of 
values experienced in the natural env ironment . The fol lowing sect ions 
d iscuss each of the sources of rad iation and the parameters that 
s ign ificantly effect the intens ity of rad iation between the surface and 
30 Km. 
3 . 6 . 1  Solar Rad iation 
The spectral d i stribution of solar irrad iation imp ing ing on the top 
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( Rl 100 Km) of the atmosphere i s  shown in  F igure 3 . 14 .  The spectra 1 
energy d i stribution can be approximated to a reasonab le  degree as that 
produced by a b lack body emitting at a temperature of 5900° K .  The 
solar constant i s  defined to be the total irrad iance of the sun , per 
unit area , in  the direction perpend icular to the sun at a d i stance of 
one astronomical un it outs ide of the earth • s  atmosphere. One 
astronomical  un it i s  the mean di stance between the earth and the sun . 
At th i s  d i stance, the sun subtends an arc of 32 minutes or 0 .00931 
rad iants . The solar constant is approximately 1396 ± 27 watts per 
square meter (333 . 5  ca l/sec m2 ) .  Variations in  the solar constant 
seldom exceeds 2% at any time, and over averages of a number of days 
are cons iderab ly less than 1% (Val ley 1965 ) .  Because of the earth • s 
e l i ptical orb it  around the sun its d i stance from the sun varies ,  being 
the c losest in  early January and fartherest in  early July. Th i s  
variation in  d i stance accounts for a maximum of  solar f lux impinging 
upon the top of the atmosphere of approximately 1438 wJm2 in  January 
and a min imum to 1345 wJm2 in early July. 
Over 99% of the total rad iant power of the electromagnetic  spectrum 
of the sun i s  contained between the wavelengths of 0 . 22 microns and 11  
microns . The solar spectrum peaks at a wavelength of 0 .48 microns . To 
reasonab ly model the intens ity of solar radiat ion , i t  i s  sufficient to 
restrict the wavelengths of interest to 0 .25 � A � 2 . 5  microns . Over 
96% of the total solar irrad iance i s  conta ined with in th i s  range . Once 
the solar rad iation enters the earth • s  atmosphere, it  i s  depleted and 
defused by absorption, scattering and reflect ions . 
3 . 6 . 1 . 1  Absorption of Solar Rad iation 
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F igure 3 . 14 Spectra l d i str ibut ion curves re lated to the sun ; 
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to the atmosphere consti tuents shown (Val l ey ,  1965 ) . 
wavelengths greater than 0 . 7  microns as shown in  F igure 3 . 14 .  Between 
0 . 7  and 3 microns water vapor , carbon d ioxide and oxygen are 
s i gnificant absorbers . Ozone is  an efficient absorber below 0 . 3  
microns where the more dangerous u ltra-violet rays exist.  However , the 
energy content in the solar spectrum below 0 . 3  microns makes ozone 
absorption an ins ignificant factor in the total irrad iation of the 
rad iosonde thermistor . 
3 . 6 . 1 . 2  Scattering of Solar Rad iation 
Scattering of solar rad iation occurs due to the presence of both 
a ir  molecules and aerosols  (Wh itney and Malchow ( 1977 ) ) .  Tab le 3 . 6  
shows an estimate of the annual man-made and natural aerosol s  entering 
the atmosphere on a worldwide bas i s .  The loss in  rad iative intens ity 
at the surface of the earth due to scattering i s  shown in  F igure 3 . 14 
as the d ifference between the sea level curve and the outs ide of the 
atmosphere curve with the shaded area due to absorption . Two types of 
scattering occur, Rayleigh scattering and Mie scattering .  The 
scatteri ng functions differ cons iderab ly between Rayleigh and Mie 
scattering. The s i ze parameter « = 2�r* where r* i s  the rad ius of an 
assumed spherical particle,  determines the type of scattering .  For 
Rayleigh scattering the s ize parameter is  less than 1 i ndicating the 
scatters are of a d imens ion smal ler than the wavelength of the 
radiation .  A ir  molecules are a s ign ificant source of  Rayleigh 
scattering. For Mie scattering, the s ize parameter takes on a val ue in 
excess of 2.  Aeroso l s ,  dust, and cloud partic les are major sources of 
Mie  scattering. For solar rad iation,  at wavelength less than 0 .4  
microns and at  altitudes above the earth ' s  aerosol contaminated 
regions , Rayleigh scattering general ly predominates . At a ltitudes less 
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Table 3 . 6  Estimates of Particles Sma l ler Than 2 0  �m Rad ius Emitted 
Into or Formed in the Atmosphere { 106  Metric Tons/Year) 
( From Val ley { 1965) ) 
Natural 
Soi l  and rock debris* 
Forest fires and s l ash-burn ing debris* 
Sea salt 
Volcan ic debris  
Particles formed from gaseous emissions : 
Sulfate from H2S 
Ammonium sales from NH3 
Nitrate from NOx 
Hydrocarbons from plant exudations 
Subtotal 
Man-made 
Particles (d irect emiss ions ) 
Particles formed from gaseous emiss ions : 
Sulfate from S02 




100 - 500 
3 - 150 
300 
25 - 150 
130 - 200 
80 - 270 
60 - 430 
75 - 200 
773 -2200 
10 - 90 
130 - 200 
30 - 35 
15 - 90 
185 - 415 
958 -2615 
than a few k i lometers in  the aerosol l ayer , Mie scattering 
predominates . Severe Mie scattering occurs with c louds . Because cloud 
s ize droplets are in the range of a few microns to 30-40 microns , they 
scatter solar rad iation as large particles relative to solar wave­
length . Because of their th ickness,  clouds can reflect by scattering 
up to nearly 100% of incoming solar rad iation ( see F igure 3 . 15 ) . 
The model ing of Rayleigh and Mie scattering requ ires the choice of 
appropriate scattering functions wh ich describe the probab i l ity dens ity 
d istribution of the reflection angle  relative to the direction of 
incoming radiation .  In add ition to determin ing the appropriate 
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scattering functions , the number and s ize of scattering particles must 
be known . For molecular scattering,  the atmospheric dens ity and 
compos ition provide th is  information .  For Mie scattering aerosol  
number, dens ity and a characteristic d imens ion must be known . Th is  
information al lows the definition of a scattering coefficient for 
Rayleigh and Mie scattering as a function of wavelength . Scattering 
coefficients for Rayleigh and Mie scattering ,  spec ified in  terms of 
these parameters ,  are uti l ized in the LOWTRAN 6 code. 
3 . 6 . 1 . 3  Reflection of Solar Rad iation 
Solar rad iation impinging upon a radiosonde thermistor may come 
along a direct path from the sun with part of it  being absorbed or 
scattered by the intervening atmosphere. Other radiation may reach the 
thermistor as a result of scattering off of aerosol particles or 
molecules .  Sti l l  other rad iation may be reflected off of the earth • s  
surface or c louds to the thermistor . Th is  th ird type requ ires further 
discussion.  The probab i l ity of a ray reflection can be c lose to 0 or 
as h igh as nearly 1 ,  depending upon the type of surface on the earth . 
The probab i l ity of reflection depends upon the nature of the surface 
and the wavelength of the radiation .  A water surface i s  general ly a 
poor reflector (Figure 3 . 16)  over most (solar) wavelengths between 0 .4  
and 0 .85 microns reflecting 15% or less of  the incoming radiation .  
Snow reflects between 60% and 80% of rad iation in  th is  spectral band 
(Choudhury and Chang ( 1981 ) )  depend ing upon the age and dens ity of the 
snow (Figure 3 . 17) . Bare soi l  reflects l ess than 25% over most 
wavelengths as also shown in Figure 3 . 17 .  Vegetation covered ground 
reflects less than 20% for A < 0 .6  � whi le reflecting up to 50% or more 
as the wavelength increases (Figure 3 . 18) . 
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F i gure 3 . 16 Spectral refl ectance for water surfaces (Va l l ey ,  1965 ) . 
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F igure 3 . 17  Spectral ref l ectance for s now and bare so i l s  
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F igure 3 . 18 Spectral  refl ectance for vegat i ve format i on 
(Val l ey ,  1965 ) . 
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In  summary, to model the solar rad iant intens ity of the atmosphere, 
the fol lowing environmental cond itions wh ich occur nonun iformly in 
nature must be cons idered . These cond itions are specified in  the input 
to the LOWTRAN 6 code . 
( a )  The amount of water vapor and carbon dioxide in  the atmosphere 
because of their absorption properties for wavelengths between 0 . 7  
and 3 . 0  microns . 
(b )  The number dens ity and s ize d istribution of both man-made and 
natural aerosol s ,  including c louds because of their predominate 
role  in Mie scattering .  For Rayleigh scattering the atmosphere 
compos ition i s  considered invariant so that the s ize parameter 
for the molecules i s  constant . However, the variation i n  
atmospheric dens ity with altitude must be i ncluded to account for 
the vari ation in  the number dens ity of scatterers . 
( c )  Surface properties of the ground , because of the range of 
reflection coefficients for d ifferent types of surfaces . 
3 . 6 . 2  Non-Solar Rad iation 
In  addition to the direct,  scattered , and reflected solar 
rad iat ion , rad iation from other sources i s  a l so present in  the 
atmosphere . At n ighttime these radiation sources predominate . The 
major sources of non-solar rad iation are emi ssions from the earth ' s  
surface , emissions from clouds , and emiss ions from gaseous constituents 
of the atmosphere especial ly carbon dioxide and water vapor . The 
radiation from the non-gaseous sources have a spectrum that peaks in 
the infrared reg ion and is closely related to the temperature of the 
emitting substance . The non-gaseous sources , i nc l uding the ground 
surface and c loud partic les ,  can be cons idered as gray body emitters 
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that emit as a continuous spectrum depend ing on ly on the temperature 
and emissivity of the surface or cloud particles .  The temperature 
range for an emitting surface may vary from 200 ° K for tropical c louds , 
and very cold  artie 1ce fields to 310° K for desert sands . The 
emiss ivity values for various surfaces i s  shown in Tab le  3 . 7  
(Sutherland and Barthol ic ( 1977) , and Val ley ( 1965) ) .  Experimental 
measurements indicate that dense clouds emit as b lack bodies at the 
c loud top temperature with an emissivity approximately equal to 1 .  
Cirrus c louds , wh ich often do not provide an optical ly dense path , a lso 
emit at the temperature of the cloud top , but wi l l  also a l low rad iation 
from the surface to penetrate through the c loud region provid ing a 
combination of rad iative fluxes from two surfaces . 
Table  3 . 7  Emissivity of Various Surfaces 
Surface Emiss ivity 
Water & = 0 . 96 
Bare Ground & = 0 . 93 
Vegetation & = 0 . 98 
Ice & = 0 . 97 
Snow & "" 0 .82 
C louds & = 0 . 95-1 .00 
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D iatomic atmospheric gases absorb and emit i n  narrow spectral 
bands , d ictated by their vibrational and rotational modes of quantum 
energy transfer. Gases , in general ,  emit and absorb energy at the same 
wavelengths . F igure 3 . 19 shows the spectral absorption of energy for 
various atmospheric gases as a funct ion of wavelength from 1 to 15 
microns . Of over-riding s ign ificance are the water vapor absorption 
bands , especial ly the bands centered around 1 . 9, 2 . 7  and 6 . 3  microns ; 
the carbon d ioxide absorption bands at 2 . 7 ,  4 .3  and 15 .0  microns ; and 
to a lesser degree , the ozone absorption at 9 . 5  microns . N itrogen and 
oxygen , the main  gaseous constituents of the atmosphere, are 
transparent to radiation over the entire spectral range of interest .  
The atmosphere both emits rad iation over the various spectral 
bands , as wel l  as absorbs rad iation from the ground and c louds over the 
same spectral bands . The cumulative effect of emi ss ion and absorption 
over a spectral band depends upon the temperature of the emitting 
gaseous constituent , as wel l  as the intens ity and wavelength of 
radiation being absorbed by the gas . 
In  summary, the total nonsolar irradiation of a thermistor from the 
ground surface, c louds , and atmospheric gases requ ires the uti l ization 
of a model wh ich s imulates the rad iative interaction of the various 
layers of the atmosphere tak ing into account scattering, absorption ,  
and gaseous emissions . 
3 . 6 . 3  The LOWTRAN 6 Atmospheric Propagat ion Program 
The LOWTRAN 6 atmospheric transmission and rad iance model i s  the 
1983 derivative of a series of models  deve loped by the Air Force 
Geophys ics Laboratory (Kneizys , et al . ( 1983) ) .  LOWTRAN 6 calculates 
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F i gure 3 . 19 Comparison of the near i nfrared so lar spectrum wi th 
laboratory spectra of various atmospheri c  gases 
(Val l ey ,  1965 ) .  
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wavenumbers over a wavenumber range from 350 to 40. 000 corresponding to 
wavelengths 0 . 25 � ). � 28. 5  1.1· When used to calculate atmospheric 
radiance. LOWTRAN 6 provides calcu lations of rad iant i ntens ity at any 
a ltitude in  units of watts per cm2 per sterad ian a long any l ine of 
s i ght direction (e .cjl ) . LOWTRAN 6 i s  an extens ion and improvement of 
earl ier vers ions of the LOWTRAN (Kneizys . et a l . ( 1980) . and Selby. et 
a l . ( 1972 . 1975 . 1978) ) series .  It a l l ows the calcu lation of 
atmospheric  and ground emissions . direct sol ar rad i ance and s ingle 
scattered solar rad iance at any altitude and in  any direction .  
The LOWTRAN 6 model i s  a 33-layer spherical earth model with 
altitude l ayers defined from the surface to 100 Km. The model a l l ows 
various options 
constitutents . 
for defin ing atmospheric properties and gaseous 
F igure 3 .20 i l l ustrates the various choices of 
i ntrins ic  LOWTRAN 6 models  to define atmospheric  temperature . pressure. 
( U .S .  Standard Atmospheric Supplements ( 1966) ) .  ozone . water vapor . 
tropospheric  and stratospheric  aerosol prof i les .  The model a l lows user 
defined boundary cond itions for spec ification of ground temperature and 
a wavelength dependent ground albedo. C loud properties can be used to 
define a lower or upper boundary c loud cond ition .  
The rad iance and/or transmission calculated i n  LOWTRAN 6 takes into 
account atmospheric molecu lar absorption .  molecular scattering .  aerosol 
extinction .  and continuum absorption .  Molecu lar absorption accounts 
for the absorb ing infl uence of the vertica 1 prof i l es of water vapor . 
ozone . n itric  acid  and other gases ; C02 . N20.  CH4 . co. 02 and N2 . that 
are assumed to be uniformly mixed throughout the atmosphere . A s i ng le  
parameter transmittance function is  used to calculate absorption and 
scattering through each layer of the atmosphere for a given path 
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Atmospheri c .  Ozone, and Water Vapor Models : 
Trop i cal  Model Atmosphere 
Mid-Lat i tude Summer 
M id-Lati tude Winter 
Sub-Arti e  Summer 
Sub-Artie Wi nter 
1962 U . S .  Standard 
Tropospheri c  Aerosol Model s :  
Rural Exti nct i on ,  defau l t  VIS  = 23 Km (v i s ib i l i ty) 
Rura l Ext i ncti on ,  defau l t  VIS = 5 Km 
Navy Mar i time Exti nct i on ,  sets own VIS 
Mar i ti me Exti ncti on ,  defau l t  VIS = 23 Km (LOWTRAN 5 Model ) 
Urban Ext i ncti on ,  defau l t  VIS = 5 Km 
Tropospheri c  Ext inction,  defau l t  VIS = 50  Km 
User-Def i ned Ext incti on ,  defaul t  VIS = 23 Km 
FOGl (advecti on fog ) Ext i ncti on , defau l t  VIS = 0 . 2  Km 
FOG2 (rad i at i on fog ) Ext i nct i on , defau l t  VIS  = 0 . 5  Km 
Seasonal  aerosol  prof i l e  for each of the above : 
Spr i ng-Summer 
Fa l l -Winter 
Stratospheri c  Aerosol Mode l s : 
Background Stratospheri c  prof i l e  and exti nction 
Moderate Vo l canic  prof i l e  and Aged Vo l can i c  exti nct i on 
H igh  Volcan i c  prof i l e and Fresh Vo lcan i c  exti nct i on 
H i gh Vo lcan i c  prof i le  and Aged Vo lcan i c  ext i nction 
Moderate Vo l can ic prof i l e and Fresh Vol can ic  exti ncti on 
F i gure 3 . 20 Atmospheri c  prof i l es ava i l ab l e  i n  LOWTRAN 6 .  
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length . The transmittance function can be written as 'l' = f(Cv p DS) 
where f i s  an empirical ly derived function ,  Cv is an empirical ly 
derived absorption coefficient for each absorber, p is the absorber 
density,  and DS i s  the path length . The absorber dens ity p i s  
expressed as  a function of pressure, temperature, the concentration of 
the absorber and an emperical constant . The total transmittance 
through a layer i s  then derived as the product of the transmission due 
to molecular absorption,  molecular scattering , aerosol  extinction and 
continuum absorption .  
Atmospheric rad iance i s  calculated from the numerical i ntergration 
of the i ntegral form of the equation of rad iative transfer (Bugl ia 
( 1986) ) • Extens ive deta 11  s about the deve 1 opment ,  capab 1 1 i  ties and 
uti l ization of LOWTRAN 6 and other LOWTRAN codes are provided in  
Kneitzy, et  al . ( 1980 , 1983 ) ,  and Selby,  et  a l . ( 1972 , 1975 , 1976 , 
1978) . LOWTRAN 6 has gained wide acceptance i n  the e lectro-optical and 
atmospheric  propagation commun ities because of its computation speed , 
accuracy, f lexib i l ity, documentation and val idation .  The overal l  
accuracy of the model i s  greater than 10%.  It  has been used 
extens ively by government laboratories , private i ndustries , and 
research organizations for calculating absorption and scattering of 
rad iation transmitted through the atmosphere for both pass ive and 
active infrared and optical wavelength sensors . Other model s  have been 
reviewed before choos ing LOWTRAN 6 (Suck l ing ( 1976 , 1977 ) ,  Babaro , et 
al . ( 1979) , Hooper and Brunger ( 1980) , Ideriah ( 1981 ) ,  Hering and 
Johnson ( 1984) ) ,  but none possess a 1 1  the advantages inherent in  the 
LOWTRAN 6 model . 
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Several features avai lab le  with LOWTRAN 6 makes it  attractive for 
use in  calculating the irrad iance of the rad iosonde thermistor by solar 
and infrared rad iation under differing environmental conditions . 
Because LOWTRAN 6 al lows the user to: a )  chose from a menu of 
constitutent, aeroso 1 ,  and thermodynamic  profi les ; b )  to specify the 
boundary cond itions ; and c )  to define appropriate solar irrad iance and 
scattering parameters ,  most environmental s i tuations that commonly 
occur in  nature can be approximated . Figure 3 . 21 summarizes the 
rad iat ive properties uti l ized in LOWTRAN 6 and the input parameters 
used in  spec ifying the rad iation scenario.  The fol lowing section 
describes the method used in calcu lating the heating of the rad iosonde 
thermistor by uti l izing results from LOWTRAN 6 computer runs . 
3 . 6 . 3 . 1 Uti l ization of LOWTRAN 6 to Estimate Irrad iance and Heating 
of the Rad iosonde Thermistor 
LOWTRAN 6 output provides a calculation of the radiance imp ing ing 
upon an object at a spec ified altitude from a specified 11 l ook 11 
direction ( e ,  cj>) . The rad iant intens ity i s  calculated in un its of 
watts per cm2 per sterad ian for a ). specified band of wavel engths . 
Calcu lation of the total irradiance of the thermistor requires the 
integration of a large number of intensity values arriving from al l 
spherical  directions for a l l wavelength bands of interest . The method 
used in  calculating the heating rate of the thermistor from LOWTRAN 6 
output d iffers s l ightly between dayl ight and n ighttime cond itions 
because of solar rad iation .  F igure 3 . 22 summarizes the technique for 
both cond itions and i s  explained below. The techni que assumes the 
thermistor i s  exposed on ly to atmospheric rad iation and does not take 
into account the reflection and emiss ion of rad iation from the bal loon 
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F igure 3 . 21 LOWTRAN I nput : Aerosol prof i les , solar e l evat i on ,  l ower 
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F i gure 3 . 22 Method of calcu l at i ng rad i at i on absorbed by thermi stor. 
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and rad iosonde surfaces . Append ices 4 and 5 val idate th i s  assumption 
by calcu lating the magnitude of the bal loon and rad iosonde inf luences . 
Cons ider first nighttime calculations . I n  the absence of solar 
radiation ,  the rad iant intens ity impinging upon an object can be 
cons idered independent of azimuthal direction .  Thus , us ing Equation 
3 . 5  to calculate qabs ( see Figure 3 . 22)  the intens ity i s  only a 
function of A and 9 .  Consequently, the LOWTRAN 6 program need only 
generate rad iances for variations in the elevation angle  e. The 
n ighttime procedure is as fol lows . 
o A set of values of elevation angle,  a ,  i s  chosen based on 
previous stud ies with LOWTRAN 6 so as to quantify the 
variation in atmospheric rad iance with elevation angle .  
The val ues used are:  a =  0 ,  30 ,  60, 90 , 120 , 150, 180 ° .  
o These elevat ion angles are used to decompose al l spherical 
directions into bands of latitude ( see Figure 3 . 22 ) . The 
divid ing l ines are at latitudes of a = 15 ,  45 , 75 , 105 , 135 , 
and 165 ° . The steradian content of each latitude band i s  
calculated in  Appendix 3 and des ignated a s  na . The LOWTRAN 6 
derived rad ient intens ity at the mid-l atitude elevation angle  
i s  ass igned as  the value for the entire band . 
o Appropriate wavelength bands are defined (between 0 . 25 and 
40 . 0  microns ) such that the thermistor and lead wire 
absorptivity over each band can be approximated as a constant . 
Us ing absorptivity and emmi ssivity properties given in  F igure 
3 . 4  and Tab le 3 . 1 ,  the fol lowing five wavelength bands and 
absorptivity values were selected . 
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�A(p) a(�) aw(�A) 
0 .25 - 0 .28 0 .84 0 . 08 
0 . 28 - 0 .303 0 .56 0 .08 
0 . 30 - 0.40 0 .28 0 . 08 
0 .40 - 2 . 50 0 .21  0 . 08 
2 . 50 - 40. 00 0 .86 0 . 06 
o The LOWTRAN 6 code i s  executed at a given thermistor altitude , 
with specified environmental cond itions for each e levation 
angle  representing the mid-elevation of a lat itude band . In  
running LOWTRAN 6 ,  the f ive wavelength bands are specified so 
as to provide I {Aj ,9 i ) output over each wavelength band for 
each elevation angle.  
o The rad ient intensity I (Aj ,9 i ) at the mid-elevation ,  9 i , of 
latitude band ( i ) ,  i s  then mu ltipl ied by the steradian content 
of that band (�i ) ,  and the average projected area of the 
thermistor Ap(9i ) as viewed from the e levation angle  e i . Th i s  
calculation provides the energy impinging upon the thermistor 
from the given latitude band over the wavelength interval Aj · 
The az imuthal ly averaged thermistor projected area , Ap(9 i ) ,  
and i s  derived in  Append ix 1 .  
o The rate of heat transfer to the thermistor i s  then calculated 
us ing the "night" equation of F igure 3 . 22 as the sum 
( integral ) over the seven latitude bands ( i ) ,  and five 
wavelength bands ( j ) , of the energy imp inging on the 
thermistor (per wavelength band , per l atitude band) t imes the 
thermistor absorptivity for that wavel ength band . A s imi lar 
calculation i s  performed for the rate of heat transfer to the 
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lead wire per unit length . 
For daytime calculations both direct and scattered solar rad iation 
must be taken into cons ideration . Scattered solar rad iation is  
aximuthal ly dependent. Consequently, LOWTRAN 6 radiance calcu lations 
must be made for appropriate values of azimuth angle .  as wel l  as 
e levation angle .  Because of az imuthal symmetry about the solar 
reference azimuth . � = o.  on ly variations between � = 0 and � = 180 ° 
need be calculated . The influence of scattered solar rad iance requ ires 
azimuthal i ntegration for the calculation of qabs · The integration is  
performed by divid ing each latitude band into twelve azimuth 
( longitudinal ) segments of �� = 30 ° .  The heat transfer rate for each 
segment i s  the product of I (e .� .A) for that segment . times 1/12 the 
sol id angle  � for that latitude band , times the appropriate projected 
area and absorptivity.  The heat transfer rate i s  then summed over al l 
segments . al l l atitude bands . and al l wavelengths as del ineated by the 
11day11 equation in F igure 3 . 22 . 
The direct solar rad iance is  also provided from LOWTRAN 6 output as 
a function of solar elevation ang le and wavelength band . The rate of 
thermistor heating due to direct solar rad iation i s  calculated by 
performing a s imi lar integration .  tak ing into account Ap(e ) and a(A) . 
The remaining procedure for calculating the daytime irradiation of the 
rad iosonde thermistor is ident1ca 1 to that used for nighttime 
calculations . 
3 . 6 . 3 . 2  Sens itivity of Atmospheric Parameters to Rad iation Absorbed 
by Thermistor 
The LOWTRAN 6 input parameters that define the atmospheric profi les 
and the boundary cond itions affect the amount of radiation absorbed by 
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the thermistor. Severa 1 LOWTRAN 6 computer runs have been made by 
varying input parameters to establ ish the influence of each parameter 
on the rad iation absorbed by the thermistor. A basel ine set of input 
conditions from wh ich variations in individual parameters were made i s  
shown in  F igure 3 . 23.  The basel ine was estab l i shed for the 30  Km 
altitude region because it  i s  the upper altitude range of the 
radiosonde system and , because in th i s  altitude reg ion , the temperature 
error was expected to be largest . The basel ine parameters were chosen 
so as to be representative of cond itions that occur during the summer 
at Wal lops I s land , VA, the launch s ite of two series of experimental 
rad iosondes that provided direct measurement of the rad iosonde 
temperature error . The parameters that were varied from the basel ine 
values inc lude altitude, the surface temperature and albedo , c loud 
cover, seasonal change from summer to winter temperature/constituent 
profi les ,  and a low v is ib i l ity urban aerosol prof i l e  in  p lace of the 
h igh v i s ib i l ity rural profi le .  
3 . 6 . 3 . 2 . 1  N ighttime Radiation 
Results from the sens itivity analyses for nighttime radiation 
conditions are shown in  F igure 3 . 24 for selective cond itions as 
i dentified by the open circles . Several interesting concl us ions can be 
drawn from inspection of th i s  figure. 
o Above 20 Km there i s  essential ly no change in  the infrared 
rad iation absorbed by the thermistor. The atmospheric 
constituents and aerosols  present in th i s  a ltitude region are 
transparent to infrared rad iation .  Below 20 Km, the 
irrad iation of the thermistor increases gradual ly with 
decreased altitude unti l near 10 Km, a more rapid  increase 
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Aerosol  Prof i l es ( Summer) :  
Rural , V IS  = 5 Km ( troposphere) 
Background (stratospher i c )  
Surface Boundary Temp . = 300 ° K (no c louds ) 
Surface Albedo = 0 . 05 for a l l wavel engths (no c l ouds ) 
A l t i tude = 30 Km 
F i gure 3 .23 Basel ine input parameters for LOWTRAN 6 .  
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Absorbed Rad i ation ( 10- 3 calls ) 
F igure 3 . 24 N i ghttime rad i at i on absorbed by thermi stor under d ifferent 
environmental cond i t ions . 
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begins . At 5 Km the thermistor absorbs nearly twice the 
infrared rad iation absorbed at 30 Km. 
o A decrease in  surface temperature of 25°  K from the 
mid-latitude basel ine surface temperature of 300 K results 
in  a decrease in absorbed energy of approximately 0 . 4  X 10-3 
cal/sec at 30 Km. Referring to the s l ope of the curve in  
F igure 3.6,  th is would  produce a change in  the rad iosonde 
temperature error of 0.25°  K .  
o A change from the mid-latitude summer profi les to the 
mid-latitude winter profi les decrease the absorbed rad iation 
by 0 . 9  X 10-3 cal/sec . Th i s  includes a surface temperature 
reduction of 25° K.  If the same summer and winter surface 
temperatures were assumed ,  a d ifference of only 0 . 5  X 10-3 
cal/sec would  occur. Thus , at 30 Km the change from an 
average summer to an average winter surface temperature 
changes �T by approximately -0 . 3 °  K whereas a change in the 
atmospheric constitutent, aerosol and thermodynamic profi les , 
produces an additional change of approximately -0 . 2 °  K in  �T 
for the winter prof i les .  
o Winter snow cover , s imu lated by decreas ing the surface 
emi ssivity from 0 . 95 to approximately 0 . 8  ( see Tab le  3 . 7 ) , 
produces only a smal l change in  the radiation absorbed by the 
thermistor and is not a s ign ificant contributor to the 
rad iosonde temperature error. 
o Summer c loud cover with co ld cloud tops emitting at perhaps 
255 °K s i gnificantly decreases the rad iation absorbed by the 
thermistor. A decrease of nearly 1 X 10-3 cal/sec occurs 
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between a c loudy and clear summer night wh ich produces a 
change in  the rad iosonde temperature error of about -0 . 7 °  K 
( see F igure 3 . 6) . 
o A change in  the tropospheric aerosol profi les from a h igh 
v i s ib i l ity {25 Km) rural profi le to a low v i s ib i l ity {5 Km) 
urban profi le produces a smal l decrease in  the rad iation 
absorbed by the thermistor . However, the resulting 
contribution to the rad iosonde temperature error i s  on 
the order of one tenth of a degree Kelv in .  
From the above analys is  we concl ude that for a n ighttime f l ight, 
the parameters having greatest i nfluence on the amount of radiation 
absorbed by the thermistor and thus the radiosonde temperature error 
are : the surface temperature ( in the absence of c louds ) , the c loud 
cover , the seasonal variation in the background atmospheric  prof 1 les ;  
and below 20 Km a strong dependence on altitude . 
3 . 6 . 3 . 2 . 2  Daytime Rad iation 
During the day the thermistor absorbs : a)  infrared rad iation from 
the ground and atmosphere; b)  direct solar rad iation from the sun ; and 
c) scattered solar rad iation off clouds , aerosol s ,  molecules and the 
surface . The infrared irrad iation of the thermistor during the daytime 
does not s ignificantly differ from that occurring during the n ight, 
except for minor influences produced by changes 1n  surface temperature 
and perhaps s l ight changes in  the background atmospheric profi les . 
Therefore, the previous analys is  performed for n ighttime infrared 
radiation i s  also val id for the infrared component of dayt ime 
rad iat ion . 
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The amount of direct solar rad iation absorbed by the thermistor 
depends upon the solar elevation ang le for two reasons . At low solar 
elevations the average cross-sectional area of the cyl indrical  
thermistor exposed to radiation i s  less than at h igh solar elevation 
angles where a downward view exposes nearly half of the thermistor to 
direct solar radiation at al l times . (Only at solar elevation angles 
exceed ing 70 . does the bal loon shield  the thermistor from direct 
sun l i ght. Th i s  case is not cons idered because U . S . rad iosonde stations 
do not experience solar elevation angles exceed ing 70 • •  ) Append ix 1 
derives the magnitude of th i s  solar angle  effect as a function of solar 
elevation angle .  Based upon th i s  analys i s .  a decrease of  35% in solar 
rad iation inc ident on the thermistor occurs i n  going from a solar 
elevation of go• to a · . 
A second infl uence of solar angle on the heating of the thermistor 
occurs because of the extended path length of rad iation through the 
atmosphere as the solar elevation angle decreases . At altitudes above 
20 Km th i s  influence i s  minor because of the min imal  absorbing and 
scattering constitutents in the atmosphere (Jursa ( 1g85) ) .  However . 
when the rad iosonde i s  at low altitudes . imbedded i n  aerosol and 
gaseous absorb ing and scattering layers . a s ign ificant decrease in  
absorbed rad iation occurs as the solar elevat ion angle  decreases . The 
variat ion of absorbed rad iation with solar e levat ion shown in F igure 
3 . 25 i nc ludes both solar ang le infl uences . Above 20 Km the variation 
shown resu lts almost entirely from the change in  the cross-sectional 
area. The change. wh ich exceeds 1 X 10-3 cal/sec produces a change in  
the radiosonde temperature error at 30 Km of 0 . 7 ·  K between go• and a ·  
solar angles .  At lower alt itudes . the d ifference in  absorbed radiation 
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20 ZE= O o 
10 
0 1 X 10- 3 2 X 10- 3 3 X 10- 3 4 X 10-3 
Absorbed Rad iation cal/sec 
F igure 3 . 25 D irect s o l ar rad i at i on absorbed by thermi stor versus 
a l t i tude and solar e l evation angl e .  The absorbed 
rad i at i on i s  an average val ue over one revol ut ion of 
the thermi stor . 
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increases further due to the increased absorb ing and scattering path 
length through the atmosphere. At 5 Km a d ifference of 2 X 10-1  
cal/sec between 90 ° and 0 °  again produces a s ign ificant change in  AT 
due to variation in  solar angle .  
The scattering of  solar rad iation changes apprec iably with changes 
in atmospheric  parameters ( Ish imaru ( 1982) ) .  An average earth albedo 
of 0 .28 (Donn ( 1975 ) )  ind icates that , avera 1 1 ,  28% of incoming solar 
rad iation i s  either scattered upwards to space or reflected off c louds 
and off the earth ' s  surface to space . C louds provide the largest 
number of scattering elements . Cloud cover routinely reduces to zero 
the amount of d irect vis ible  solar energy reach ing the earth ' s  surface 
thus scattering a h igh percentage of the energy content of the direct 
solar component. Aerosols  and molecules a l so scatter s ignificant 
amounts of solar rad iation .  The amount of solar radiat ion that i s  
scattered and reflected back to space varies from a smal l percentage on 
a clear day in  a c lear atmosphere with an absorbing surface boundary 
such as water to in  excess of 60% on a heav i ly overcast day (Ridgway 
and Davies ( 1983) ) .  Figure 3 . 15 shows the l arge percentage of solar 
rad iation that can be reflected from clouds when the th ickness ,  h ,  i s  
much larger than the mean free path length , L o f  a l ight ray. 
An extens ive number of computer runs wou l d  have been necessary to 
perform a complete sens itivity analys is  on scattered solar rad iation 
us ing the LOWTRAN 6 code . The run time on the IBM PC/AT used for th i s  
study exceeded 2 hours to generate the spherical irrad iation of the 
thermistor at one altitude for each set of env ironmental input 
cond itions . Thus , only selective runs were made to estab l ish the 
magnitude of the scattering component between 10 to 30 Km under clear 
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sky conditions t as wel l  as under overcast cond itions with a 60% solar 
albedo . Under clear sky cond itions the scattering component i s  smal l 
relative to the direct solar components and contributes less than 3% of 
the magnitude of the d irect solar component for altitudes between 10 
and 30 Km. In  th i s  caset the scattering component has no apprec iable  
i nfluence on the radiosonde temperature error. On overcast days t 
howevert when perhaps 60% of incoming solar rad iation i s  reflected 
upwards from c louds via Mie scatteringt the i nfluence i s  s ignificant . 
From 10 to 30 Kmt the scattering (reflected ) component of radiation 
adds an approximate 30% to the direct solar component . The resulting 
increase in  the rad iosonde temperature error at 30 Km i s  in  the range 
of 0 . 5  to 0 . 7 °  K .  
3 . 7  Irrad iation of the Thermistor From the Bal l oon and Rad iosonde 
Instrument 
Irradiation of the thermistor comes from the direct impingement of 
upwel l ing and downwel l ing atmospheric rad iation and from rad iation 
emitted by and reflected off the surface of the bal loon and radiosonde 
instrument.  The calculation of  the irrad iation of  the thermistor can 
be s impl ified if  it  can be shown that the radiation exchange between 
the thermistor and both the bal loon and radi osonde can be neglected . 
The influence of each (bal loon and radiosonde) on the irradation of the 
thermistor i s  two-fold .  Not only does the thermistor receive rad iation 
emitted and reflected from the bal loon (rad iosonde) surface t but the 
bal loon (rad iosonde) also acts as a sh ield to atmospheric rad iation 
that woul d  otherwise impinge upon the thermistor. Thus t the net 
infl uence of the bal loon (rad iosonde) on the irrad iation of the 
thermistor i s  the d ifference between rad iation arriving from the 
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bal loon (rad iosonde) surface and that atmospheric rad iation shielded by 
the bal loon (radiosonde) that wou ld  otherwise irradiate the thermistor 
if  the bal loon (rad iosonde) were not present . 
Appendices 4 and 5 calculate the influence of the bal loon and 
radiosonde instrument , respectively, on the irrad iation of the 
thermistor. The calculatons in the Appendices include the influences 
of direct and d iffuse solar rad iation d iffusely reflected off the 
bal loon (rad iosonde) surface , atmospheric infrared rad iation diffusely 
reflected from the bal loon (rad iosonde) surface and rad iation emitted 
by the bal loon (rad iosonde) .  Estimates of the magnitude of each term 
are made for environmental cond itions l ikely to yield  the maximum 
influence of radiat ion from the bal loon (radiosonde) .  
In  Appendix 4 the maximum n ighttime influence of the bal loon i s  
calculated to make less than a 10% contribution to the total 
irradiation of the thermistor . During the daytime,  the influence i s  
even less with bal loon reflected solar rad iation contributing less than 
4% to the total solar energy irrad iating the thermistor . 
In  Append ix 5 the influence of the rad iosonde i nstrument i s  derived 
in  terms of rad iat ion impinging on the thermistor from the s ides Sl and 
S2 v is ib le  to the thermistor. The s ide Sl i s  the top s ide of the 
rad iosonde oriented paral lel  to the earth and the s ide S2 is the 
vertical s ide of the rad iosonde adjacent and v i s ib le  to the thermi stor 
( see F igure A5 . 1 ) .  For nighttime cond itions the maximum comb ined 
influences of the s ides Sl and S2 i s  calculated to be less than a few 
percent with the S2 contribution the larger. For daytime conditions 
with solar rad iation present, the maximum comb ined influence of the 
s i des Sl and S2 increases the solar irrad iation of the thermistor by 
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less than 10%. 
Consequently, in  both daytime and n ighttime s ituat ions , the heating 
rate of the thermistor due to rad iation exchange with the bal l oon and 
radiosonde instrument i s  not apprec iably d ifferent than if these 
influences were ignored and the thermistor heating rate were calcu lated 
assuming its exposure only to atmospheric radiation in  al l spherical  
directions . Thus , al l further analys is  excludes the influence of the 
bal loon and radiosonde instrument. 
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4.0  RESULTS AND COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
D irect measurements have been made of the rad iosonde temperature 
error us ing special  experimental rad iosondes at Wal l ops I s land , VA 
( Luers , et al . ( 1988, 1989) , Schmidl in,  et a l . ( 1986 , 1988) ) .  
Fol lowing the approach developed by Staffanson ( 1979) for rocketsonde 
measurements , each experimental rad iosonde was equipped with 4 
thermistors ; the standard rad iosonde thermistor, a b lack coated 
thermistor, and 2 thermistors coated with an a luminum paint. The error 
in  the standard rad iosonde thermistor i s  derived from the d ifferences 
in  the temperature measurements between three thermistors having 
d ifferent coatings . The fourth thermistor provides redundancy for 
verification of the accuracy of the measurement (Cox, et al . ( 1968) ) .  
Luers and Schmid l in ( 1989) , Schmidl in ,  et al . ( 1986) describe i n  deta i l  
the theoretical bas i s  of th i s  technique. 
Briefly, the technique i s  based upon deriving the steady state heat 
balance equation for each of the three thermistors in terms of the 
solar and infrared rad iation absorbed by the thermistor, the radiation 
emitted by the thermi stor and the convecti ve heat transfer to the 
thermistor. The conduction through the lead wires and other 
second-order influences are not incl uded in the analys i s ,  leading to a 
sma l l  error in  the resu lts .  Since the temperature of each thermistor 
i s  a measured quantity from its res i stance , and the solar absorption 
and i nfrared emiss ion properties of each thermistor have been 
experimental ly measured in the laboratory, only three unknowns remain 
in  the heat balance equations : the air temperature , the solar power , 
and the infrared power irrad iating the sensor . The three equations are 
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solved s imultaneous ly for the unknowns and the radiosonde temperature 
error derived from the d ifference between the temperature of the 
standard coated thermistor and the air temperature . 
Th i s  techn ique a l lows the determinat ion of the radiosonde 
temperature error for both daytime and n ighttime fl ights . The accuracy 
of the derived temperature error has been verified to be with in ± 0 .5 °  
K at each data point . Smooth ing of the many measurements obtained from 
each prof i l e  generates a smoothed profi le with estimated accuracy of ± 
0 . 2 °  K .  During the initial  development of th i s  special  rad iosonde 
i nstrument a series of 15 fl ights were conducted in 1983 (Schmidl in  and 
Luers 1987) ) .  Four of these fl ights provided measurements of the 
profi le  of the n ighttime temperature error of the standard rad iosonde 
thermistor . Th i s  test series a lso provided several measurements of the 
daytime temperature error . A more extens ive series of experimental 
rad iosonde fl ight tests (Schmid l in and Luers ( 1988) ) was conducted at 
Wal lops F l ight Center during 1987 . Most of these f l ights cons i sted of 
daytime launches . However , several n ighttime and twi l ight fl ights also 
provided val id  data . 
Four nighttime, three daytime and one twi l ight f l i ghts were chosen 
from the two test series for comparison with s imulation results based 
upon LOWTRAN 6 generated atmospheric radiation profi les .  The method 
used in producing the s imulation results i s  summarized as fol lows . The 
LOWTRAN 6 program was run to determine the irradiation of the 
thermistor, us ing as input representative atmospheric  profi l es and 
boundary cond itions appropriate for each of the e ight fl ight 
conditions . Mid-latitude summer and winter profi les were used for the 
June and February fl ights , respectively. The March and September 
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fl ights used interpolated val ues between the winter and summer resu lts 
us ing , however, the proper boundary temperature and emmiss ivity for 
each particular fl ight. The output data from each LOWTRAN 6 run was 
processed as described in  Section 3 . 6 . 3 . 1 to determine the amount of 
rad iation absorbed by the thermistor and lead wires . These values were 
then included with other necessary input data into the heat balance 
equation wh ich was solved as described in  Section 3 .4 .  The temperature 
value obtained from each individual rad iosonde fl i ght at a g iven 
altitude was used in  the heat balance equation to solve for the 
temperature error at that altitude. 
4. 1 Comparison of Measurement With S imulation Results :  N ight Fl ights 
The four n ighttime fl ights chosen for compari son cons isted of one 
from each season of the year. A d ifferent structure in  the temperature 
error profi les was observed in  the measured data from each fl ight. The 
s imulated and experimenta 1 results are compared i n  F igures 4 . 1  - 4.4.  
The prof i l es represent the experimental data and the dots the s imulated 
results . S imulations were made at 5 Km increments in  altitude . The 
atmospheric profi les used as the input to LOWTRAN 6 are identified in  
each f igure. The winter fl ight of 17 February (F igure 4 . 1 )  shows 
excel lent agreement between the measurements and s imulated results .  
Th i s  particular fl ight on ly reached an altitude of 24 Km at wh ich t ime 
the bal loon burst.  The temperature error remai ned smal l throughout the 
f l i ght . The compari sons are exceptional ly good above 10 Km. 
The March 8 fl ight (Figure 4 .2 )  shows a b ias of 0 .4  - 0 . 5 ° K 
between the s imulated results and the experimental measurements of �T. 
Assuming the experimenta 1 measurements to be correct, the "too warm" 
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F i gure 4 . 1 Temperature error prof i l e :  N ightti me F l i ght , 17  Feb 83 , 
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F i gure 4 . 2  Temperature error prof i l e :  Nighttime F l ight,  8 Mar 83 , 
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F i gure 4 . 3  Temperature error profi l e :  Nighttime F l ight , 1 3  Sept 83 , 
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F igure 4 . 4  Temperature error prof i l e :  N ighttime F l ight, 2 3  June 87 , 
23 : 33 z .  
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estimated by LOWTRAN 6 was too large . The cause of th i s  b ias i s  
unknown , perhaps a cloud deck of h igh c irrus partial ly shielded the 
radiosonde from upwel l ing rad iation from the water surface. 
Results from the nighttime fl ight on September 13 i s  shown in  
F igure 4 .3 .  Again  the agreement i s  excel lent above 10 Km. A cloud top 
temperature of 265 ° K w1th emissivity of 0 .95 at 5 Km, was used as the 
lower boundary for LOWTRAN 6 .  At 10 Km and bel ow the s imulated results 
appear too cold  perhaps because of downwel l i ng rad iation from h igher 
clouds not taken into account. Scattered c louds cannot be adequately 
addressed with the LOWTRAN 6 code . 
Results from the summer fl ight on June 23 , 1987 are shown in F igure 
4.4.  In  th i s  fl ight the temperature error takes on l arge negative 
values in  excess of -2 °  K above 30 Km. The cause of the large 
temperature error at h 1gh altitudes can be traced to a warmer than 
usual atmospheric  temperature prof i l e  in  that a lt itude region .  A 
warmer thermistor temperature produces a greater heat loss due to 
emissions from the thermistor and an increase i n  negative flT . The 
s imulated results agree favorab ly with the actual empirical data . Only 
bel ow 15 Km is there any apprec iable  discrepancy. S l ight errors at the 
lower level s  are probab ly the result  of i nadequate model ing of the 
atmospheric  profi les in th is  region .  
In  summary the analys is  of four nighttime fl ights shows the 
s imul ation results to provide excel lent agreement with experimental 
measurements . The agreement i s  most impress ive at a lt itudes above 10 
Km where the rad iosonde temperature error i s  the l argest .  F l ights 
conducted during a 11 four seasons of the year and under clear sky ,  
overcast,  and scattered cloud cond 1t1ons were used 1n  the analys i s .  I n  
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only one case,  the March 8 ,  1987 case, was their a s i gnificant b ias ( �  
0 . 5 °  K)  between the experimental data and s imulation results .  The 
experimental data indicated less rad iation than that pred icted . 
Nevertheless , the overal l  results must be cons idered to be i n  good 
agreement when one takes into account the inaccuracy of the 
experimental measurements , as sel l as the assumptions requ ired in  
def ining the atmospheric parameters used in  the LOWTRAN 6 model . 
4 .2  Comparison of Measurements With Simulation Results : Day Fl ights 
Four experimenta 1 daytime rad iosonde fl ights , l aunched during the 
1987 test series were chosen for comparison with s imulation results .  
Two summer fl ights during June , a winter February f l ight , and a March 
twi l ight fl ight were chosen . The fl ight cond itions incl uded : broken , 
scattered , and overcast cloud cond itions and a solar elevation angle  
variation from 45 ° ,  near noon , during the winter f l i ghts to  in excess 
of 65 ° for the summer fl ights and from 12 ° ( through Oo into darkness)  
for the twi l ight fl ight. F igures 4 .5  - 4.8 show a comparison of the 
experimental ly measured rad iosonde temperature error versus the results 
s imulated us ing the LOWTRAN input parameters specified in  each figure. 
S ince broken and scattered cloud cond itions cou ld  not be directly 
incorporated i nto LOWTRAN 6 ,  a compensation was made to the input data 
by s l ightly increas ing the surface albedo for solar wavelengths to 
account for reflection off of c loud surfaces . 
F igure 4 .5  shows the results for the February 26 fl ight at 15 :33 
zulu .  An approximate 5 hour time d ifference between sun time and 
Greenwich mean t ime at Wal lops I s land , VA resu lts in a sun launch time 
about 10 :30 AM. The rad iosonde ri ses from the surface to 30 Km in 
approximately 90 minutes resulting in a sun time of near noon at 30 Km. 
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F igure 4 . 5  Temperature error prof i l e :  Daytime F l i ght , 26 Feb 87 , 
15 : 33 z .  
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F igure 4 . 6  Temperature error profi l e :  Daytime F l ight , 1 9  June 87 , 
15 : 01 z .  
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F i gure 4 . 7  Temperature error prof i l e :  Daytime F l ight , 2 3  June 87 , 
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F igure 4 . 8  Temperature error prof i l e :  Twi l i ght F l i ght,  5 Mar 87 , 
2 1 : 54 z .  
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A solar elevation angle of 45 ° was chosen as representative of th i s  
fl ight at  Wal lops latitude for the February 26  date . Excel lent 
agreement i s  seen between the s imulation and experimental resu lts . A 
detai led review of the LOWTRAN output shows that the irrad iation of the 
thermistor was near equal ly partitioned between infrared radiation and 
the d irect components of solar rad iation .  The contribution due to  the 
scattering of the solar component was sma 1 1 ,  l ess than 10% of the 
direct solar component . An increase in  the surface albedo to 0 . 2  for 
solar rad iation , to account for reflections off the scattered clouds 
(Schmetz ( 1984) ) ,  generated on ly a smal l increase in the thermistor 
heating from the reflected solar rad iation . The s l ight under 
estimation in F igure 4 .5  of the temperature error at the 5 Km level may 
be due to enhanced low level reflections and scatterings off of 
i solated clouds . 
Results from the summer fl ight of June 19, 1987 are shown in  F igure 
4 . 6 .  A sun time at launch of approximately 10 AM at a date near the 
summer solstice produces a representative solar elevation angle of 65 ° 
for the fl ight. A review of the LOWTRAN output data shows that the 
i nfrared and direct solar rad iation contributions to the thermistor 
heating are of approximately equal magnitude above 15 Km. The 
magnitude of each , however, i s  somewhat larger than for the February 
fl ights . The increase in  infrared radiation i s  due to a warmer surface 
temperature wh i le the increased direct solar rad iation resu lts from a 
h igher solar elevation ang le.  At altitudes below 10 Km the infrared 
heating of the thermistor predominates over the solar component. The 
scattered and reflected solar components of radiation, amount to less 
than 10% of the direct solar component . Although more rad iation is 
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absorbed by the thermistor during the summer fl ight than the February 
26 fl ight, the rad iosonde temperature error 1 s  of the same magnitude 
for both f l ights . The reason 1 s  that the summer temperature profi le i s  
approximately 10° warmer (at the h 1gher alt1tudes ) than the w1nter 
temperature prof i le .  Th i s  produces a h igher emiss 1on rate for the 
thermistor and largely compensates for the 1ncreased irrad1ation of the 
thermistor. 
The rad iosonde launch of June 23 with overcast conditions 1 s  shown 
in  F 1gure 4 . 7 .  An albedo for solar radiat ion of  0 . 6  was used to 
s 1mulate the solar wavelength reflections off the c loud lower boundary. 
A c loud top temperature of 280° K at 3 Km was used to define the lower 
boundary for the 1nfrared component of rad iat ion . The c loud 
emmiss iv1ty was taken to be 0 . 95 .  With th i s  scenario  the d irect solar 
rad iat1on heating the bal loon above 20 Km somewhat exceeded the 
1nfrared component . The scattering component,  however, 1 s  s ign if1cant 
and contributes approximately 30% of the d irect solar component.  
Agreement between s imu lated results and experimental measurements i s  
very good especial ly at  the h igher altitudes . The s imulation results 
appear to underestimate the thermistor heating at altitudes below 10 Km 
where the 1nfrared component predominates . 
The bal loon launch of March 5 (F 1gure 4 .8)  occurred about 30 
m1nutes before sunset with the bal loon entering 1nto darkness near 25 
Km altitude. The solar elevation at launch approached 12 ° .  As the 
bal loon ascended 1t rema1ned exposed to d1rect sunl 1ght aloft even 
though sunset already occurred at the surface . Between 22 and 25 Km 
the bal loon went through twi l ight into darkness .  F igure 4 .8  compares 
the temperature error measurements from those pred icted us ing the 
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s imulation techn ique. In  performing the s imul ation a calcu lation was 
made at increments of 5 Km us ing the solar e levation angle  appropriate 
for that altitude . The agreement between measurement and pred iction i s  
excel lent. The lack of a s ignificant pos itive error in  the 10 to 20 Km 
region .  even with sunl ight present . i s  due to the greatly reduced solar 
intens ity at low elevation angles as shown in F igure 3 . 24. 
4.3 Concl us i ons 
Agreement is general ly good between s imulation results and 
experimenta 1 measurements of the rad iosonde temperature error for a 1 1  
fl igths cons idered . Agreement i s  espec ial ly good when one takes into 
account the error in  the experimental measurements . as wel l  as the 
uncertainty i n  the estimate of environmental cond itions used in  the 
generation of the s imu lated irrad iance values . Important insights have 
been gained concern ing the magn itude of the temperature error in the 
rad iosonde under different daytime environmental conditions . as wel l  as 
those factors having greatest i nfluence on the temperature error . For 
both winter and summer daytime fl ights . a pos it ive temperature error of 
up to +1 o K at altitudes of 20 Km and above has been observed . The 
magn itude of the error stab i l izes . in the 20 to 30 Km region .  as a 
result of a decrease i n  atmospheric temperature with i ncreas ing 
altitude . For nighttime fl ights the temperature error was general ly 
negative and increased in magn itude with i ncreased altitudes . The 
twi l ight f l ight showed less heat ing in the sun l it  segment of the 
fl ight . because of a low solar angle.  with the appropriate magn itude 
for the n ighttime error in  the darkness segment of the fl ight. It 
should  be cautioned . however . that the above results wi l l  considerably 
change under different vert ical prof i les of atmospheric  temperature. 
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At altitude below 10 Km the infrared component of heating 
predominates wh1 l e  at altitudes above 20 Km the infrared and direct 
solar components contribute approximately equal ly to the heating of the 
thermistor . The scattered solar component is general ly smal l ,  however, 
with a heavy layer of clouds the reflected solar energy off the c loud 
tops can contribute s ignificantly to the thermistor heat ings . 
Summer t ime temperature errors for the daytime f l ights cons idered 
were of about the same magnitude as that of the winter profi le .  The 
increased solar and infrared rad iation present during the summer was 
compensated for by increased thermistor emiss ions due to a warmer 
summer temperature profi le .  
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5 . 0  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A technique has been developed to calculate the temperature error 
of the radiosonde as a function of the environmental  parameters that 
i nfluence the solar and infrared irrad iation of the thermistor. The 
techn ique has been tested and val idated us ing eight experimental 
fl ights in  wh ich good comparisons were ach ieved . The f l ights used in 
testing the technique incl uded both day and n ight fl ights under clear 
and c loudy cond itions , during al l seasons of the year , and with 
d iffering solar e levation angles .  The compari sons between experimental 
measurements and the s imulated results were with in  the agreement 
expected when one takes into account inaccurac ies i n  experimental data 
and the approximating profi l es used in  identifying and model ing the 
atmospheric cond itions present at the time of the bal loon launch . 
Noteworthy results ach ieved in  th i s  study can be summarized as fol lows : 
o Variations in  the absorption and emiss ion properties of the 
standard rad iosonde thermistor i s  not a source of s ign ificant 
error in the rad iosonde temperature measurement . 
o Variations in  the d imens ions of radiosonde thermistors i s  not 
a s ign ificant source of error in the rad iosonde temperature 
measurement . 
o Variations in  the solar and infrared i ntens ity irrad iating the 
thermistor has a major influence on the rad iosonde temperature 
error . The rad iant intens ities , in turn , are infl uenced by; 
the surface ( lower boundary) temperature and emmissivity, by 
the seasonal ly dependent constitutent, aerosol and 
thermodynamic atmospheric profi les ,  by the solar elevation 
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angle ,  and by the cloud cover. The influence of each i s  as 
fol lows . 
o A change in surface temperature (boundary temperature) of 
25 ° K produces a change in  thermistor absorbed rad iation 
of 0 . 5  X 10-3 cal/sec wh ich , in turn , produces a change 
in the temperature error at (30 Km) of approximately 
0 . 3 °  K. A change in emissivity of 0 . 15 ( indicative of 
snow) , makes a negl igibly sma l l  change in  the temperature 
error. 
o Seasonal changes in  constitutent and background profi les 
produce on the average, a change in the temperature error 
of 0 . 2 °  K between summer and winter prof i l es .  
Comb ining the surface temperature and background profi le  
changes , between the winter and summer seasons , produces 
on the average a change in the temperature error of 
0 . 5 °  K above 20 Km. 
o The solar elevation ang le influences the rad iosonde 
temperature correction for two reasons . As the solar 
elevation angle  decreases , the rotating cyl indrical 
thermistor is exposed to less solar radiation because of 
a smal ler average projected area per revol ution .  
Secondly, as  the solar elevation decreases , add itional 
scattering and absorption of radiation occurs because of 
the longer path length through the atmosphere. At 
altitudes above 20 Km only the projected area affect i s  
s ignificant and produces a change in  the temperature 
error of 0 . 7 °  K between O o  and 90 ° solar elevation 
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angles .  At low altitudes , espec ia l ly below 10 Km, the 
i ncreased path length s ign ificant ly decrease the solar 
irrad iation of the thermistor and an additional change 
in  �T of 0 . 2  to 0.4°  K results .  
o C loud cover changes the irrad iation of the thermistor 
because of: a) infrared emissions at the c loud top 
temperature , and b) i ncreased ref lected solar energy 
off the cloud tops . In  summer col d  c loud tops can 
greatly decrease the infrared irrad iation of the 
thermistor over what wou ld occur on a c lear day when the 
thermistor i s  irrad iated by a warm surface. Under 
extreme conditions with a very h igh c loud layer , a 
decrease in  the temperature error of 0 . 6 °  K at 30 Km can 
resu lt  from the decrease i n  the i nfrared component of 
rad iation. The decreased infrared radiation ,  however, i s  
partial ly compensated for by increased reflected solar 
radiation off the cloud layer. The magnitude of th i s  
contribution depends upon the density of  the c loud layer 
but can be i n  excess of 0 . 3 °  K .  The amount of  solar 
radiation scattered by molecules and aerosol s  that 
irrad iates the thermistor i s  smal l compared to the direct 
component and contributes less than a 0 . 1 °  K to the 
rad iosonde temperature error. 
o The structure of the atmospheric temperature prof i l e  has a 
major influence on the rad iosonde temperature error . At a 
g iven altitude a decrease in  the atmospheric temperature wi l l  
make the rad iosonde temperature error increase i n  a pos itive 
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sense .  The magn itude of the influence of  atmospheric 
temperature depends to some extent on the magnitude of the 
temperature error itself.  However, changes in temperature 
error of 0 . 5 °  K for a 15 ° K change in  atmospheric temperature 
are not uncommon at the h igher altitudes . 
o An increase in altitude increases the temperature error 
because the more rarified air d imini shes the convective heat 
transfer from the thermistor. The larger the magnitude of the 
temperature error at a given altitude , the greater wi l l  be its 
increase at h igher altitudes . Increases in  the magnitude of 
the temperature error of 0 . 5 °  K due to altitude are possible  
from 20 and 30  Km. General ly, however , the altitude effect i s  
l ess . 
The results from th i s  study lend itself to further research and 
app l ications in  several d ifferent areas . Th i s  in itial  study was 
restricted to developing a techn ique for estimating the rad iosonde 
temperature error and verifying the method by mak ing compari sons with 
experimental measurements from Wal lops Is land , VA. Th i s  techn ique 
should  also be app l ied to data sets from other geograph ic  locations 
where the radiation input and/or background temperature profi les d iffer 
s ignificantly from the mid-latitude Wal lops I s l and , VA s ite . 
Specifical ly, the techn ique might be appl ied to polar locations and 
tropical l ocations . Additional ly, the technique should  be appl ied to 
unique meteorological  events , such as stratospheric warmings and 
volcan ic eruptions that drastical ly change the background temperature 
profi le  or the aerosol content of the atmosphere. H i storic rad iosonde 
prof i l es from these type events could  be obta ined and the rad iosonde 
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temperature error that occurred with these measurements determined . 
A s impl ification of the techn ique devel oped i n  th i s  study has 
potential  for the operational reduct ion of National Weather Service 
rad iosonde data . A method would  have to be developed and verified for 
estimating the radiation absorbed by the thermistor as a function of 
environmental  conditions without relying on LOWTRAN 6 computer runs for 
provid ing the necessary data. However, many of the main  contributors 
to the temperature error can be eas i ly identified and their 
contributions calcu lated directly. These i nc lude solar elevation 
angle,  the atmospheric temperature profi le ,  and the influence of 
altitude. The infrared and solar irradiance of the thermistor could  be 
estimated empirical ly based upon the cloud cover estab l i shed from the 
rad iosonde humidity profi le and the surface temperature . It  i s  
recommended that a further study be  conducted to  test a s impl ified 
approach for calculating the radiosonde temperature error , that can be 
uti l i zed for operational reduction of rad iosonde f l ights . 
The techn ique that has been deve 1 oped and app l ied to the U .S .  
rad iosonde i s  a l so  appl icable  to rad iosonde i nstruments used by other 
countries , as wel l  as new rad iosonde instruments bei ng developed in  the 
U .S .  and abroad . Although the heat transfer equations may need minor 
revis ion for each rad iosonde instrument,  the bas ic approach cou ld  be 
eas i ly implemented and comparisons made between the rad iosonde 
temperature errors from different sensors under varying environmental 
conditions . New sensors in the des ign stage could  be evaluated in  
terms of  the accuracy of their measurements us ing the technique 
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APPENDIX 1 :  AVERAGE PRESENTED AREA, AND FRACTIONAL PERCENTAGE 
OF MAXIMUM IRRADIATION OF THERMISTOR 
The amount of energy coming from a fixed direction ( e .,)  that 
irradiates a cyl indrical thermistor oriented paral lel  to the earth • s  
surface depends upon the elevation angle  e and the az imuth angle,  , .  of 
the thermistor relative to the aximuth , ' · of the incoming rad iation .  
For conven ience the azimuth ' of  incoming rad iation can be  taken as 0.  
The geometry is  shown in  F igure A1 . 1 .  The l ine OL represents the 
length of the thermistor 1. The l ine LP is the projected length of 
the thermistor in the direction of the incoming irrad iation (9 ,0) . For 
a cyl indrical  thermistor of rad ius r the projected width of the 
thermistor in the direction (9 ,0)  is 2r. Thus , the thermistor receives 
radiation over Ap = 2r X LP from the direction (9 ,0) . 
The length of LP i s :  - [ 2 ] 1/2 LP = 1 s in  y = 1 cos2 , .  + s in  , • cos 2 e 
The average (projected) area AP. of sunl ight intercepted by the thermistor over one rotation of the thermistor i s :  
2 1 X 1/2 Ap(e )  = � J0 [cos2 , .  + s in2 ' ' cos 2 e] d, . 
The fraction of the maximum thermistor cross-sect1on that the 
parameter Ap takes on as a function of e 1 s :  
1 X 1/2 Fr(9)  = i J0 [cos2 , . + s in2 + ' cos2 e] d' 
Thus , 1 - Fr(e )  1s the percent reduction 1n the irrad iance of the 
thermistor, from its maximum val ue,  versus e levation ang le .  Note that 
the maximum occurs Fr (0° ) = 1 when 1rradi ation impinges from the 
vertical direction .  F 1gure A1 .2  shows the graph of Fr(e ) . The average 
projected area of the thermistor 1 s  derived from F1gure A1 . 2  as : 
Ap(e)  = 2r1 Fr(9 ) . 
( Note that when these results are appl 1ed to 1ncom1ng solar rad iation 
the relationsh 1p  ZE = � - e holds . )  
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y 
F igure Al . l  Geometry descr1b 1ng 1rrad1at1on of the therm1 stor . 
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F igure A1 . 2  Average percent of maximum irradiation of thermistor 
versus elevation ang le .  
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APPENDIX 2 :  ORDER OF MAGNITUDE OF TERMS I N  HEAT BALANCE EQUATION 
Representative values of variables ( Henninger { 1984) ) used in  the 
heat transfer equations are shown in Tab le A2 . 1 .  These values are used 
in the fol lowing calculations to estimate the magnitude of the various 
terms . 
Thermistor Heat Balance Equation 
a)  Time rate of change 
� �  dt 
Assume net f lux of 1 X 10-2 cal/sec then. 
1 . 68 X 10-2 �i = 10-2 
�i = 0 .6 °  K/sec 
b)  Absorption 
Solar (0 .25 - 2 . 5�) and infrared { 2 . 5-40�) 
1 max solar = ( I0 + 2 I0) 2r� Fr a .  
Fr• Solar angle  dependent rotation factor. = 0 .8  at ZE = 30° 
qabs = 2 . 88 X 10-3 cal/sec (maximum) 
Infrared ( 2 . 5-40�) absorption 
qabs = a TE4 2xr(r+�) e .  TE = Equivalent b lackbody background 
temperature 
qabs = 6 . 96 X 10-3 cal/sec {TE = 250 ° K)  maximum 
qabs = 2 .32 10-3 cal/sec (TE = 190° K)  min imum 
c)  Emission 
qemis  = -2x (r�+ r2 ) aT4en 
qemis  = 1 . 44 X10-2 cal/sec (T = 300°  K)  maximum 
qemis  = 2 . 85 X 10-3 cal/sec (T = 200°  K)  minimum 
d)  Convection : Sides of Cyl indrical Thermistor 























Table  A2 . 1 :  Typical and Extreme Val ue of Variab les 
Used in  Order of Magnitude Analys i s  
Val ue 
0 . 12 g 
0 . 14 cal/g O C 
0 . 06 em 
4 em 
1 . 354 X 10-1 2 cal/sec cm2 OK4 
0 .86 
1 . 0  
4 X 10-3 calls cm2 at surface ( Nu = 10) 
6 .8  X 10-4 calls cm2 at 30 Km ( Nu = 1 . 7) 
3 °  K (maximum) 
5 m/sec 
18 volts 
12 , 000 ohms {+40° C)  � 3 , 500. 000 ohms ( -70 ° C )  
1 ,000, 000 ohms 
0 .0125 em 
0 . 92 cal/sec em OK 
5 °/Cm (max) 
8 . 9  g/cm3 (copper) 
0 . 093 cal/g OK (copper) 
0 . 06 (tin coating) 
0 .0035 ohm/em 
1 . 92 X 10-2 calls cm2 at surface {Nu = 10) 
3 . 26 X 10-3 calls cm2 at 30 Km (Nu = 1 . 7 ) 
300° K (maximum) 
200° K (minimum) 
2 X 10-3 calls em (Nu = 5 )  
3335 X 10-2 cal/cm2 sec 
0 . 15 
0 .08 (tin coating) 
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Qconv = 3 . 08 X 10-3 cal/sec at 30 Km (max1mum occurs at 30 Km, 
near the surface he 1s  l arger) 
Ends of Cyl 1nder -2xr2 hd (T - T�) 
Qconv = 4 . 62 X lQ-5  cal/sec 
Qconv (s 1des ) 
Note that 
Qconv (wal l s) 
= 0 . 015. 
Thus only 1 . 5% of the convect1ve transfer occurs through the end 
plates . 
c )  E l ectr1cal Heat1ng 
E 2 R 
Qelect = (Rf + R)
2 assume f1xed res 1stor 1 s  1 , 000,000 ohms 
At 310° K 
Qelect = 9 . 1  X 10-7 cal/sec (negl 1g1ble) 
At -2ooo K 
Qelect = 1 . 34 X 10-5  cal/sec (negl 1g1b le) 
f)  Conduct1on Lead W1res 
2 dTw I 2x rw kw d1 1=0 
dTw • Assume dt = 5 /em (max) 
Qcond = 1 . 05 X 10- 1  cal/sec (max1mum) 
Lead W1re Heat Balance 
a)  T1me rate of change 
x r� Pw Cw �I = 4 . 11 X 10-4 �I 
b)  Absorption 
I 
Qabs 
1 max Sol ar ( 10 + 2 10) 2rw Fr aw 
Q�bs = 8 X 10-5 cal/cm sec (max solar abs ZE = 30° ,  
albedo = 0 . 5  aw = 0 .08) 
Longwave Absorption 
Qabs = a TE 4 2xrw ew 
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Qabs = 1 . 67 X 10-5 cal/sec em (TE = 250° K)  maxmum 
Qabs = 5 . 54 X 10-6 cal/sec em (TE = 190° K)  maximum 
c) Emiss ion 
Qemis = -2xrwEwaT�n2 
Qemis = 3 . 34 X 10-5  cal/sec em (T = 300° K)  maximum 
Qemis  = 6 . 7  X 10-6 cal/sec em (T = 200° K) minimum 
d )  Convection 
Qconv = -2xrwhcw (Tw - T�) 
Qconv = 7 . 68 X 10-4 cal/sec em at 30 Km, maximum 
e)  Conduction 
dTw2 
Qcond = -xrw2kw di2 
d2T 
assume di2
w = 1 °  K/cm2 , (maximum) 
Qcond = 4 . 5  X 10-4 ,  maximum 
f) E lectrical 
E2 
Qelect = 1 2Rw = (Rf + R)2 Rw 
At 310° K 
Qe lect = 2 . 16 X 10- 1 1  cal/cm sec ( negl igib le)  
At -200° K 
Qelect = 2 . 09 X 10-1 4 cal/cm sec (negl igib le )  
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APPENDIX 3 :  SOLID  ANGLE INCREMENTS OF SPHERE 
A sol i d  ang l e  n, in sterad ians , is defined in terms of the surface 
area contained with in  the ang l e  at a d i stance r from its vertex as : 
The sol i d  ang l e  from the center of a sphere encompass i ng the entire 
sphere ( i . e . , a l l d i rections ) i s :  
4xr2 Osp = � = 4x sterad i ans r 
Thus , there are 4x sterad i ans i n  a sphere . I f  a sphere i s  d i v i ded 
into bands of l at itude , and i ncoming rad iat i on assumed constant for 
each l atitude band , then the total rad i ation, i rradi at ing the center of 
the sphere i s  determi ned by summing the rad i ation from each l at itude 
band rel at ive to the contribution of that band to the total 4x 
sterad ians of the sphere . 
The area of a spher ical segment i s  g iven by : 
A = 2x r h 
where 
r = the sphere rad ius 
h = d i stance between chord l ine and sphere surface a l ong the b isector . 
Thus , 
h = r - r cos y 
or 
A = 2xr2 ( 1-cosy) 
Eval uat ing the so l i d ang l e  for l atitude bands defi ned as : 
YO = 0 � y < 15 ° 0 Y30 = 15 � y < 45 o 
Y60 = 45 � y < 75 o 
Y90 = 75 � y < 105 o 
Y120 = 105 � y < 135 0 
Y150 = 135 � y < 165 0 
Y180 = 165 � y < 180 
g i ves 
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no = 2x ( 1-cos 15° )  = 0 .214 = n1aoo 
n3o = 2x [ < 1-cos 45 ° )  - ( 1-cos 15 . )  ] = 1 . 626 = n150° 
S imi larly, 
n5o = n120 = 2 . 817 
ngo = 3 . 252 
Summing 
2 (no + n3o + n5o) + ngo = 4x 
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APPENDIX  4:  I NFLUENCE OF THE BALLOON ON RADIOSONDE TEMPERATURE ERROR 
A4. 1  Irradiation of the Thermistor From the Ba l loon 
The purpose of th is  section of the report i s  to derive the 
equations necessary to calculate the heating rate of the thermistor due 
to rad iation emitted and reflected from the surface of the bal loon . 
These equations are then evaluated and compared with the total 
thermistor heating from al l sources to see if the bal l oon influence can 
be ignored in  the heat transfer analys i s .  
The heating rate of the thermistor due t o  rad iation emitted from 
and reflected off the bal loon can be written i n  terms of the notation 
of Equation 3 . 5  and 3 . 6  as : 
qb�th = f a(A) f Ap(9)  Ib ( 9 ,� ,A) s in9d9d�dA A Qb 
where Tb (e ,A) • � J: Ib (e,+,A)  d+ 
(A4 . 1 )  
The integration i s  performed over the sol id  angl e  encompass ing the 
thermistors view of the bal loon . The difficu lty in  directly eval uating 
Equation A4. 1  arises in  deriving the intensity Ib (e ,� ,A) of the 
radiation from the bal l'lon to the thermistor in terms of reflected 
atmospheric radiation I (e .� ,A) and the radiation emitted by the 
bal loon . In  th is  section we derive a method for eval uating the heating 
rate of the thermistor due to radiation from the bal loon (Equation 
A4. 1) , us ing exchange factors . 
The radiosonde thermistor exchanges rad iation with the bal loon as 
shown in  F igure A4. 1 .  I f  the bal loon i s  of radius rb and the tether 
length to the radiosonde S ,  then the angle  t i s  g iven by: 
1 
[ (S + rb) 2 - rb2 ]� cos t = S + rb 
The chord length 2c is  given by: 
2c = 2rb cos t 
(A4.2)  
(A4.3)  
The thermistor exchanges rad iation with less than half  of  the 
bal loon . The thermistor • s  view of the bal loon i s  that of a d isc of 
radius C .  I n  calculating the rad iation exchange between the thermistor 
and bal loon the fol lowing assumptions are made . 
o The bal loon emits as a gray body at uniform temperature Tb . 
o The emissivity of the bal loon , Eb , is  constant for any va l ue of Tb . 
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F igure A4 . 1  Geometry of bal l oon and thermi stor . 
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I 
o Pb (A) the reflectiv ity of the bal l oon i s  such that : 
Pb = Pb (A) for 0 . 25 � A � 2 . 5� 
Pb = constant for 2 . 5  � A � 40� 
o The bal l oon i s  a d i ffuse refl ector for a l l A ( 0. 25 � A �  40�) 
o The emi ssivity of the thermi stor E i s  constant for 2 . 5  � A �  40� 
o The absorptivity of the thermi stor , a (A) i s  a functi on of A for 
0 . 25 � A � 2 . 5� .  
The rad i ation emi tted by the bal l oon that i s  absorbed by the 
thermi stor i s :  
(A4.4)  
where, 
4xrb 2 = the surface area of the bal l oon 
Fb�th = exchange factor between the bal l oon and thermi stor . 
In th i s  formu l ation the entire surface area of the bal l oon i s  
assumed to be emitt i ng and the exchange factor i s  the percentage of the 
total emi s s i ons that irrad i ate the thermi stor . 
An approximating approach i s  used to assess the refl ected rad i ation 
from the bal l oon surface that stri kes the thermi stor . 
The rad i ation refl ected off the bal l oon that irrad i ates the 
thermi stor i s  d i v i ded into two components - the d irect so lar reflected 
component and the d i ffuse ref l ected component ( sol ar and i nfrared ) . A 
max imum i n  d irect refl ected solar energy irrad i ates the thermi stor when 
the sol ar e levat i on ang l e  i s  zero as shown i n  the sketch below. In 
th i s  case , depend i ng on ba l l oon a lt itude , s l i ghtly over one-half  of the 
bal l oon area v i s i b le to the thermistor is receiv ing d irect solar 
rad i at i on .  For s i mpl i c i ty,  cons i der th i s  case .  The heating rate of 
the thermi stor due to bal l oon ref lector d irect so lar rad i ation then i s :  
( ZE = 0) (A4 . 5 )  
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The factor I0(A)xrb2 i s  the solar energy intercepted by the bal loons • 
cross-sectional area . For the case of a low (near zero) solar 
elevation angle ,  the sun ' s  rays are paral lel  to the axis  of the 
thermistor. In th is  case the sun ' s  irradiation of the bal loon b isects 
the thermistor view of the bal loon and the exchange factor for the 
entire bal loon to the thermistor is identical to that for half the 
view. At a h igh solar elevation ZE � x/2-t ( see F igure A4. 1 ) ,  the 
thermistor is not in view of any part of the bal loon exposed to d irect 
solar rad iation as shown in F igure A4. 2 .  At some intermediate solar 
elevation angle ,  ZE , we approximate the bal loon reflected direct solar 
rad iation that i s  absorbed by the thermistor by cos ine interpolation 
as : 
Qsb = xrb2 cos ZE Fb�th JA a{A)Pb(A) 10{A)dA {A4.6)  
The diffuse irrad iation of  the bal loon that i s  reflected from its 
surface and absorbed by the thermistor i s  d ivided into two wavelength 
region .  A shortwave solar reg ion 0 .25 � ). � 2 . 5p in wh ich the 
reflection and absorption coefficients are a function of wavelength and 
the infrared region 2 . 5  � A � 40p in wh ich the absorption (emiss ion)  
and reflection coefficients are constant. Cons ider first the diffuse 
solar rad iation that is  reflected off the bal l oon surface and absorbed 
by the thermistor. Most of the scattering and reflection of solar 
radiation that makes up the diffuse component occurs in  the first few 
k i l ometers of the atmosphere - below the altitudes of interest for the 
radiosonde temperature error prob lem. Thus , at altitudes of interest 
i t  is assumed that the diffuse solar energy i s  upwel l ing radiation that 
irrad iates only the lower half of the bal loon . The intens ity of th is  
radiation i s  approximated by spec ifying the earth ' s  a lbedo AL(A) . That 
i s ,  assume upwel l ing radiation of power AL (A)I0(A)  irrad iates the 
unders ide of the bal loon . The heating rate of the thermistor due to 
d iffuse solar rad iation reflecting off the bal loon and absorbed by the 
thermistor is approximately: 
{A4. 7) 
where xc2 i s  th� cross-sectional area of the bal loon v i s ible  to the 
thermistor and Fb�th is the exchange factor between the bal loon area 
visible  to the thermistor, and the thermistor. 
The d iffuse component of infrared rad iation { 2 . 5  � ). � 40p) 
reflected from the bal loon that irrad iates the therms itor i s  a lso 
ana lyzed us ing an approximation technique. We assume the infrared 
rad iation impinging upon the bal loon surface cons ists of upwel l ing 
b lackbody rad iation at temperature Tu , and downwel l ing blackbody 
rad iation at temperature Td (Tam and Corriveau { 1976) , and Unsworth and 
Monteith { 1975 ) ) .  The bottom most po int,  Pb , ( see F igure A4 .2)  on the 
sphere is exposed only to radiation from bel ow. The energy irradiating 
an incremental area dAp surrounding the point P i s :  










F i gure A4 . 2  Geometry for refl ections off bal loon . 
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A point on the sphere whose tangent plane i s  vertical is  irradiated 
equal ly by upwel l ing and downwel l ing radiation . The energy irrad iating 
on incremental area surround ing the point Pv i s :  
(A4 .9) 
Summing incremental ly a width rbdY about the c ircumference of the 
bal loon gives a c ircumferential irradiation of: 
(A4. 10) 
If a point is located arbitrari ly on the lower segment of the bal loon 
vis ible  to the thermistor, such that its tangent plane makes the ang le 
y with the vertical  (see F igure A4.2 ) , then the irradiation of a 
c ircumferential s l ice of surface area about the point P can be 
approximated by a s inusoidal variation between the points Pb and Pv as : 
(A4 . 11 )  
Integrating over the appropriate l imits of  y that define the segment of 
the bal loon vis ible  to the thermistor gives the total irrad iance of the 
bal loon (v is ib le  to the thermistor) from upwel l ing and downwel l ing 
rad iation as : 
Q • 2xfb2a I 
i ��tTd' 
0 2 
Integration gives : 
q = 2XJb2a { t T d' [ t (t - i> + t sin(x - 2t) ] 
(A4. 12 )  
- Tu4 ( 1 - cos <i - t) )  - i Tu4 [ � (t - i> + t s in (x - 2t)] } 
(A4 . 13)  
The infrared energy reflected off the bal loon that i s  absorbed by the 
thermistor i s :  
Qdb = 2xfb2a F�•th ( 1  - <b ) e { (Tu4 - Td4 )  <t t - � + i s in(x  - 2t) )  
+ Tu• ( 1  - cos <i - t) ) } 
(A4. 14) 
* 
where Fb�th i s  the exchange factor between the bal loon area visible  to 
the thermistor and the thermistor and ( 1  - Eb ) = Pb i s  the inftared 
reflectivity of the bal loon . The exchange factors Fb�th and Fb�th • 
defined in  terms of total surface area and that v i s ib le  to  the 
thermistor are related through the equation :  
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* 4nr2 Fb�th = Avis  
Fb�th (A4. 15) 
where Avis  i s  the bal loon area visible  to the thermistor . Avis  is  
evaluated uti l iz ing the geometry of F igure A4. 2  as : 
Av1s  � 2xrb2 J.� :1� ydy � 2xrb2 ( 1 - cos (� - t) ) (A4. 16) 
Thus , 
(A4. 17) 
Combining the solar direct, solar diffuse ,  d iffuse infrared , and 
emission heating terms , the total heating of the thermistor from 
radiation emitted from the bal loon surface , as wel l  as rad iation 
reflected from the bal loon surface and absorbed by the thermistor is  
g iven as : 
Qb = 4nrb2£baTb4£Fb�th + xrb2 cos ZE Fb�th J a(A)Pb(A) I0(A)dA A 
* J2 . 5 + xc2 Fb�th a(A)PbAL(A) I0(A)dA 0 . 2 5 
+ 2xrb2a ( 1  - £b) e F��th [ <Tu4 - Td4 ) (j t - � + A  s in(x - 2t) )  
+ Tu4 ( 1 - cos <! - t) )] (A4. 18) 
where 
Fb�th = Exchange factor from bal loon to thermistor 
* 
Fb�th = Exchange factor from bal loon in  view of thermistor to 
thermistor 
* 
We now derive an expression for the exchange factors Fb�th and Fb�th · 
A4. 2  Exchange Factor Bal loon to Thermistor 
Cons ider the thermistor to be suspended from the bal loon at a 
string length , S ,  from the bal loon of rad ius rb as shown in F igure 
A4. 1 . The thermistor can be cons idered as an i nfinites imal  area in  
that the geometry of any point on the thermistor visible to the bal loon 
i s  identical  with respect to the bal loon . The rad iant power from the 
bal loon to the thermistor is that intercepted by a f lat p late , paral lel  
to the earth , at the location of the thermistor having area essential ly 
equal to the cross-sectonal area of the thermistor. Th is  rad iant power 




B = Radios ity of bal loon 
Ab = Area of bal loon 
Fb�th = Exchange factor of bal loon with thermistor, i . e . , percent 
of radiant power from entire bal loon surface that strikes 
a thermistor. 




AFP = Area of flat plate at location of thermi stor having area equal 
to cross-sectional area of thermistor 
Fb�FP = Exchange factor between bal loon and flat plate at thermistor 
location 
The first equal ity states that the irrad iat ion of the thermistor is  
the same as that for a flat plate of area equal to that of the 
thermistor cross-section at the location of the thermistor. The second 
equal ity defines reciprocity between the flat p late and the bal loon . 
The exchange factor from an infinites imal f lat plate of area dA, to 
a sphere a radius rb , a d istance S away titled at an angle  A is given 
in Kreith ( 1962 ) ,  Appendix V ,  p .  214, Configuration 33 as : 
[ rb ) 2 FdA�b = cos A S + rb (A4.21)  
Since every infintesmal area dA on  the thermistor i s  assumed to  have 
the same orientation with respect to the bal l oon , the exchange factor 
from the flat p late of finite area onto the bal loon i s  the same as that 
for an infinitesmal segment.  That i s ,  the percent rad iation from an 
infinitesmal f lat plate projection of a thermistor e lement onto the 
bal loon is equal to the percent rad iation from a f lat plate (finite) 
area equal  to the cross-sectional area of the thermistor onto the 
bal loon . 
Thus for A = 0 
FP�b = (s :brb ) 2 
Using rec iproc ity 
AFP Fb�th = Ab 
FFP�b 





The exchange factor Fb�th that provides the percent rad iation from 
the lower segment of the bal loon vis ible  to the thermistor , to the 
thermistor is derived from Equation A4. 17 as : 
F��th = r1 
( 1  - cos (i - t) ) x(S + rb) 2 
* 
(A4 .24) 
The exhange factors Fs�th and Fs�th are evaluated for representative 
bal loon d iameters in  the fol lowing section .  
A4. 3  Evaluation of Exchange Factor From Bal loon to Thermistor 
The bal loon expands as it rises through the atmosphere unt i l  near 
30 Km (or above) the bal loon bursts . Assuming the original inflation 
diameter of the bal loon to be 2 meters and assuming the internal 
pressure of the bal loon is essential ly equal to the exterior pressure , 
the bal loon diameter can be calculated as a function of altitude 
assuming a standard atmosphere pressure profi le .  
At the surface: P = 1013 mb 
4 V = j x (rb) 3 = 4 . 17 m3 
T = 290° K 
From the equation of state, where the subscripts denote a ltitude in  Km: 
(A4.25 )  
Assuming the 1966 Standard Atmosphere Mid-Latitude values of 
temperature and pressure and solving the above equation for the bal loon 
radius at 20 , 25 , and 30 Km gives : 
r2 0 = 2 . 3  m 
r2 5 = 3 . 1  m 
r3 0 = 4.0  m 
From Equation A4. 23 the exchange factor from the bal loon to the 
thermistor i s :  
(A4.26) 
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The exchange factor i s  evaluated at d ifferent altitudes with 
appropriate bal loon radius and a representative string l ength of 10 m. 
The resulting values of the exchange factor are : 
Fb�th = 3 .47 X 10-7 (surface) 
Fb�th = 3 . 10 X 10-7 (20 Km) 
Fb�th = 2 . 92 X 10-7 (25 Km) 
Fb�th = 2 . 73 X 10-7 (30 Km) 
A4.4  Atmospheric Radiation Sh ielded by Bal loon 
The bal loon acts as a shield for atmospheric rad iation coming from 
the d irecton above the bal loon as seen in  Figure A4. 3 .  Th is  sh ielded 
radiating term, if s ign ificant, can be subtracted from Equation 4. 18 to 
determine the net thermistor heating due to the thermistor exchange 
with the bal loon . Th is  term is negative and employing the same 
assumptions as previous ly with AFP - 2rl gives : 
Qsh/b = -2rt I a(A) I I cos e I*(e ,+,A) s in e d&d+dA 
A nb (A4 .27)  
Th is  term i s  evaluated by establ ishing the integration l imits for 
the sol id  angle  nb between the bal loon and thermistor as shown in  
F igure A4. 3 .  
Equation A4. 27 i s  used to calcu late the radient power contained i n  
the sol id  angle  defined in  F igure A4. 3 .  
where 
dA dn = � = s ine dad' 
ass igning the appropriate l imits 
- rb 9max = tan l (r*) 
9min = 0 
0 � '  � 2z 
Applying these l imits to the above equation gives : 
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Sh i e l ded Radi ati on 
t I I I 
II 






qsh/b = -2r1 a(A) cos 9 I*( 9 ,� ,A) s i n  9d9d�dA 
A �=o 9=o 
and assuming azimuthal symmetry in intensity within  nb g ives : 
I J
tan- 1 (rb/r*) 
qsh/b = 4xr1 a(A) cos 9 I*(9,A) sin 9d9dA 
A 9=o (A4.28) 
Typical values of bal loon radius required for eval uating Equation A4. 28 
as a function of altitude and tether length were derived in  the 
previous section .  
A4. 5  Influence of Bal loon on Temperature of Thermistor 
We now apply the results of the previous sections to calculate the 
bal loon influence on the thermistor temperature error. The bal loon 
influences the temperature of the thermistor because, a) the thermistor 
receives emitted and reflected rad iation from that part of the ba l loon 
vis ible  to the thermistor; and b)  the bal loon sh ields the thermistor 
from atmospheric radiation along the sol id angle  subtended by the 
bal loon . The percent change in the radiation absorbed by the 
thermistor due to the presence of the bal loon can be written as : 
�qb 
-- = qabs 
where 
qb - qsh/b l 
qabs (A4.29) 
qb is  given by Equation A4. 18, qsh/b by Equati on A4. 28 and qabs given 
by Equation 3 . 5 .  
To establ i sh the s ignificance of including the bal loon terms in  the 
heat balance equations , the terms in the above equation have been 
evaluated for extreme cases in both day and night s ituations to 
establ i sh the maximum influence of each term. 
N ighttime Radiation 
In the absence of solar rad iation the radiation spectrum of 
interest can be restricted to 2 . 5  � A � 40 microns . I n  th is  wavelength 
region the absorptivity, emissivity and reflectivity of the thermistor, 
bal loon and rad iosonde surface are assumed independent of wavelength . 
The rad iation emitted by the bal loon that is  absorbed by the thermistor 
i s  given by Equation A4.4 as : 
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(A4 .30) 
The exchange factor from a bal loon of radius rb to the thermistor is 
given by Equation A4. 23 as : 
2rt [ rb ) 2 Fb�th = 4xrb2 S + rb 
Substituting into Equation A4. 30 gives : 
(A4 .31 )  
(A4.32)  
Evaluating qeb at 30 Km with rb = 4.0  m ,  S = 10 .0  m ,  220°  K � Tb � 
240° K and e = 0 .86 gives : 
9 . 6  X lo-s � qeb � 1 . 36 X 10-4 cal/sec 
as the magnitude of the bal loon emiss ion term. 
The magnitude of the reflected radiation term i s  cal cu lated by 
assuming that the unders ide of the bal loon i s  uniformly exposed to 
upwel l ing b lack body rad iation at the surface temperature of the earth 
and downwel l ing b lack body rad iation at Td = 200° K. The infrared 
energy reflected from the unders ide of the bal loon and absorbed by the 
thermistor is deduced from Equation A4. 14 to be : 
qdb = 2xrb2ae ( l-eb ) [ <Tu4 - Td4 )  <: - i + i s in (� - 2t) 
+ Tu4 ( 1 - cos <i - t) ) ] F��th 
where 1 
[ <s + rb) 2 - rb2] 2 cos t = S + rb 
(A4 .33) 
and the bal loon i s  assumed to be opaque in  the infrared and a d iffuse 
reflector with reflectivity Pb = ( 1  - £b) •  The above equation is  
eval uated at 30 Km for its maximum influence with Tu = 300 ° K and 
t = 0 .29 radians ( 16 . 5 ° ) as : 
qdb = 5 . 4  X lo-s cal/sec 
The magnitude of the bal loon emission and refl ected infrared radiation 
terms can be compared with representative val ues of the total n ighttime 
thermi stor irrad iation qabs under different environmental cond itions as 
derived from the LOWTRAN 6 program. The calcu lations from the LOWTRAN 
6 program assumed that the thermistor was irradiated on ly by 
atmospheric radiation from al l spherica l  directions . For a 
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mid-latitude location ,  the range of infrared f l ux absorbed by the 
radiosonde thermistor under minimal  rad iation winder conditions to 
maximal summer conditions has been calcu lated us ing LOWTRAN 6 runs as : 
2 . 0  X 10-3 � qabs � 4 .0  X 10-3 cal/sec 
The combined maximum influences of nighttime radiation both emitted and 
reflected from the bal loon , that i s  absorbed by the thermistor , 
obtained by summing the previous results i s :  
qb = 1 . 90 X 10-4 cal/sec 
Thus , the maximum increase in thermistor absorbed radiation due to the 
presence of the bal loon, in nighttime conditions , i s  l ess than 10% of 
the total rad iation .  In non-extreme environmental  conditions , the 
increase would  be expected to be cons iderab ly sma l l er .  Not only were 
the assumed conditions extreme , but additional ly, the amount of 
downwel l ing atmospheric radiation sh ielded by the bal loon subtracts 
from the val ue above. Consequently, we concl ude that it  is permissible 
to neglect the radiation exchange from the bal l oon when calculating the 
temperature error in the radiosonde for a n ighttime f l i ght. Th is  is  
i ndeed fortunate . Model ing of the rad iation exchange from the bal loon 
would severely compl icate the calculations by requiring that the 
bal loon ' s  view of rad iation of varying intens i ty versus e levation angle  
be  taken into account . Also, the bal loon temperature, an unknown , i s  a 
necessary parameter in  calculating the bal loon emissions . 
Daytime Radiation 
During a daytime fl ight the bal loon i s  additional ly exposed to 
direct and diffuse solar rad iation .  The bal loon emiss ion is  again 
given by Equation A4.4. During the day d irect solar radiation is  
reflected from the bal loon wh ich irrad iates the thermistor. At sunrise 
the sun irrad iates approximately half of the bal loon area visible  to 
the thermistor. At higher solar elevations less of the bal loon surface 
area that i s  exposed to the sun , i s  v is ible to the thermistor . The 
bal loon is assumed to be a d iffuse reflector of solar rad iation .  The 
direct solar energy reflected from the bal loon that is absorbed by the 
thermistor has been approximated as a function of solar elevation angle 
by Equation A4. 6  as : 
(A4.34) 
The integral in the above equation is eval uated by uti l iz ing an 
integrated val ue of 10 over al l wavelengths , and a spectral ly weighted 
absorptivity, a ,  for the thermistor relative to the solar spectrum. 
With these assumptions Equation A4. 34 i s  written as : 
(A4 .35)  
Evaluating Equation A4.35 with representative values of a = 0 . 15 ( Luers 
( 1988) ) ,  Pb = 0 .8, 10 = 0 .03335 cal/sec cm2 , at ZE = 0 gives : 
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qsb = 3 . 3  X lo-s cal/sec 
Cons ider next the diffuse solar radiation wh ich reflects off the 
bal loon and irradiates the thermistor . To maximuze the influence , 
assume 50% of the solar radiation irradiating the earth 1 s surface is  
lost to space by scattering .  Also, s i nce nearly a l l of th is  scattering 
occurs at altitudes lower than 10 Km, then when the bal loon i s  above 20 
Km only the unders ide of the bal loon is  essential ly irradiated by the 
earth 1 s albedo (scattered rad iation to space) .  The diffuse solar 
radiation reflected from the lower half of the bal loon visible  to the 
thermistor and absorbed by the thermistor is calculated from Equation 
A4. 7  for 50% a lbedo as : 
Io * qsdb = xC2 � Pbm Fb�th 
Evaluating Equation A4.36 at 30 Km gives : 
qsdb � 3 . 9  X lo-s cal/sec 
(A4.36) 
Thus , the heating rates of the thermistor due to reflected direct solar 
rad iation and reflected diffuse solar radiation are approximately 
equal . The magnitude of these terms is  now compared to the heating 
rate of the thermistor due to the direct and diffuse solar components 
of rad iation directly impinging (not reflected off another surface) on 
the thermistor. Calculation of solar absorption by the thermistor from 
direct and diffuse solar rad iation under differing environmental 
conditions at a mid-latitude s ite is obtained from running the LOWTRAN 
6 program. The results give a range of total absorbed atmospheric 
solar rad iation from: 
2 X 10-3 < qabs < 4.0  X 10-3 cal/sec 
By comparison , the combined influence of both d irect and d iffuse solar 
radiation reflected off the bal loon contribute less than 4% to the 
total absorbed solar rad iation .  Again a great s impl ificati on results 
in  being able  to ignore the influence of the bal l oon in  calculating the 
radiosonde temperature error for daytime conditions . 
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APPENDIX 5 :  INFLUENCE OF THE RADIOSONDE I NSTRUMENT O N  THE 
RADIOSONDE TEMPERATURE ERROR 
A5 . 1  Irrad iation of the Thermistor from the Radiosonde 
The heating rate of the thermistor due to rad iation emitted from 
and reflected off the rad iosonde can be written in  terms of the 
notation of Equation 3 .5  and Equation 3 . 6  as : 
Qrs�th = J u(A) J Ap(e) Irs ( e ,t,A)  s 1n ededtdA 
A Ors (A5 . 1 )  
The integration l imits for the sol id  angle ,  Ors • define the boundaries 
of the thermistor ' s  view (cons idered as a point) of the rad iosonde 
instrument. The intens ity Irs (9 ,1j> ,A) of radiation coming from the 
radiosonde is the sum of that emitted by the radiosonde and that 
reflected from the sonde. The development of an express ion equi valent 
to Equation A5 . 1  fol lows the exchange factor approach taken in Appendix 
4 for irradiation from the bal loon . 
The radiosonde thermistor exchanges radiation with s i des Sl and S2 
of the rad iosonde instrument as shown in  F igure A5 . 1 .  Assuming the 
thermistor temperature does not effect the temperature of s ides 51 and 
52 the only exchange that must be cons idered is the radiation from 51 
and 52 that strikes the thermistor . Cons ider first the top side 51 . 
Radiation coming from Sl cons ists of that emitted by the surface 51 and 
that atmospheric rad iation propagating downward that reflects off of 
51 . I n  deriving the rad iation from s ide Sl that i s  absorbed by the 
thermistor several assumptions are made : 
o 51 emits as a gray body at temperature T51 
o £51 • the emissivity of Sl , i s  constant for any val ue of the 
temperature of 51 . 
o P51 • the reflectivity of the surface 51 i s ,  a function of A for 
0 .25 � A � 2 . 5p;  P51 = constant for 2 . 5  � A < 40p 
o The surface Sl i s  a diffuse reflector of al l radiation 
0 .25 � A �  40p 
o The emissivity of the thermistor ,e , is  constant for 2 . 5  � A � 40p 
o The absorptivity of the thermistor is  a function of A for 
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With these assumptions , the rad ient power emitted by S1 that is  
absorbed by the thermistor i s :  
Qe$1 = wbaTs1 E$1 eFs1�th (A5 . 2) 
where the d imensions w, b and h are defined in  F igure A5 . 1  and Fs1�th 
i s  the exchange factor for s ide S1 to the thermistor. 
The radient power reflected from S1 that i s  absorbed by the 
thermistor is written as the sum of three components ,  a wavelength 
dependent d irect and a diffuse solar component for 0 . 25 � A � 2 . 5� and 
a diffuse infrared component for 2 . 5  < A < 40 ll· The d iffuse solar 
power reflected from S1 and absorbed by-the thermistor i s :  
JA=2 . 5 QsdS1 = wb Fs1�th F� (A)p51 (A)a(A)dA A=0 . 2 5 (A5 . 3) 
where F� (A)  i s  the total downwel l ing rad ient power at wavelength A and 
i s  given by: 
(A5 . 4) 
The d iffuse infrared component reflected from S1 and absorbed by 
the thermistor i s :  
J4 0 QdS1 = wb Fs1�th ( 1-es1) e F� (A)dA 
A=2 . 5 (A5 . 5 )  
The solar power directly irradiating the s ide S 1  and reflecting 
diffusely onto the thermistor i s  dependent on the solar elevation 
angle.  At a solar elevation ,  near zero when the sun • s rays are 
paral lel  to the top s ide , S1 , of the rad iosonde no solar energy 
irrad ites S1 . At an arb itrary solar elevation angle  of ZE the heating 
rate of the thermistor due to d irect solar energy reflected off s ide S1 
and irrad iating the thermistor is  given by: 
J
2 . 5 
QsS1 = wb s in  ZE Fs1�th PS1 (A) a(A) I0(A )dA (A5 . 6) 
A=0 . 2 5 
Summing Equations A5 . 2 ,  A5 . 3 ,  A5 . 5  and A5 . 6  g ives the heating rate 
of the thermistor from the surface S1 : 
QS1 = wb Fs1�th J aTs1 es1 e + JA=2 • 5F� (A)PS1 (A)a(A)dA l A=o . 2 5 
+ ( 1  - £S1 ) £ J4 °F� (A)dA + s in ZE JA=2��1 (A)a(A) I0(A)dA ) 
A=2 . 5 A=0 . 2 5 
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The parameter F � (A) can be derived from the model ing of the 
atmospheric intens ity us ing LOWTRAN 6 and Equation A5 .4.  Al l other 
parameters in  Equation A5 . 7  have known or measured values . The 
express ion for the exchange factor is derived in a latter part of 
Append ix 5 .  The magn itude of each of the terms in Equation A5 . 7 and 
the s ignificance of their contribution to the heating of the thermistor 
is  also calculated in  a latter part of th is  Append ix.  
A s imi lar but more complex analys is  i s  requ ired for determining the 
radient power absorbed by the thermistor from the surface S2 . The same 
assumptions used for s ide Sl are also val id for the vertical side S2 . 
The radient power emitted by S2 , at temperature Ts2 and absorbed by the 
thermistor i s :  
(A5 .8) 
where Fs2�th i s  the exchange factor from s ide S2 to the thermistor. 
Because the radiosonde rotates as it ascends through the atmosphere, 
the s ide S2 i s  exposed to direct solar radiat ion during only one-half 
of a rotation and only during daytime fl ights . It  i s  exposed to 
d iffuse rad iation at al l times . Thus , the rad iation reflected from the 
s ide S2 i s  again considered as a sum of three terms , a d irect and 
diffuse solar component , and a d iffuse infrared component . 
The d irect solar power strik ing S2 when i t  i s  fac ing perpend icu lar 
to the sun i s :  
JA=2 . 5  q52 = bh cos ZE I 0 (A)dA A=0 . 2 5 (A5 . 9) 
where 1 0 i s  the solar intensity, depleted by absorption and scattering,  
at  a given point in  the atmosphere. ZE i s  the solar elevation angle.  
Averaging qs2 over one-half revolution in  wh ich some exposure 
occurs gives : 
1 JA=2 . 5  J! QS2/2 = bh cos ZE i I 0 (A)dA 2 co; � · d� 1 A=0 . 2 5 � · =--
and eva luating 
_ 2bh cos ZE JA=��(A)dA qS2/2 = x A=0 . 2 5 
2 
(A5 . 10) 
During the other one-half of rotation , s ide S2 receives no d irect 
solar radiation .  Thus , the average direct solar power striking S2 , 
during one complete revolution i s :  
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J
A=2 . s 
Q$2 = 
bh c�s ZE I o (A)dA 
A=o . 2 s (A5 . 11 )  
The average d irect solar power striking 52 that i s  diffusely 
reflected from 52 and absorbed by the thermistor i s :  
QsS2 = 
bh cos ZE Fs2�th Ps2 (A)«(A) I o (A)dA J
A=2 . s 
x A=o . 2 s (A5 . 12)  
In  cons idering the diffuse solar and infrared components , it wi l l  
be assumed that the radiosonde ' s  shielding of the sun does not 
influence the local di stribution of the diffuse component that 
irradiates s ide S2 . The diffuse radient power at wavelength A 
irradiating S2 when 52 is  oriented az imuthal ly at the angle  �0 with 
respect to the X-axis i s :  
qd(A,�0 ) = bh  J�o+i • J9=i*(A,9 ,�) cos (� - 9 )  s i n  9d9d� �=�o2 9=o 
where the factor cos (� - 9) reduces the flux relative to its angle  of 
incidence ( see Figure A5 . 2 )  
or equivalently: 
qd(A,�0 ) = bh J�o+i • I• I*(A, 9 ,�) s i n2 9d9d� �=�o2 9=o (A5 . 13) 
The average diffuse radient power at wavelength A irrad iating 52 
during one revol ution i s :  
- 1 J�o=• qd(A) = i qd(A,�o ) d�o 
�o=o 
(Recal l :  I*(A ,9 ,�) is axial ly symmetric about �0=0) (A5 . 14) 
Divid ing the diffuse radiation into i ts solar and infrared 
components , the average diffuse radiation strik ing S2 that i s  diffusely 
reflected from 52 and absorbed by the thermistor i s :  
(A5 . 15)  
Summing Equations A5 .8 ,  A5 . 12 ,  and A5 . 15 g ives the heating rate of 
the thermistor from energy exchange with s ide 52 as : 
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F igure A5 . 2  Geometry for calcul ating rad ient power irrad i ating S2 . 
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where 
Fs2�th = The exchange factor between S2 and the thermistor 
I 0 (A) = Direct solar intensity at a spec ified altitude 
I• I*(e ,� ,A) s in2eded� 
9=0 
(A5 . 16) 
Equation A5 . 16 gives the heating rate of the thermistor from 
radiation coming from the vertical  s ide S2 . Al l parameters except the 
temperate Ts2 in Equation A5 . 16 are known , can be estimated , or are 
output parameters from the atmospheric model ing of I ( e ,� ,A) using 
LOWTRAN 6 (the exchange factors are derived in  the next section) . 
Equations A5 . 6  and A5 . 16 combine to give the heating rate of the 
thermistor due to radient exchange with the rad iosonde instrument . 
Later in  th is  Appendix the magn itude of each term in  Equati on A5 . 16 i s  
eval uated in  terms of  its s ignificance in  contributing to  the heating 
rate of the thermistor. 
A5 . 2  Exchange Factor for Side S1 with Thermistor 
The irrad iation of the thermistor from the surface S1 can be 
cons idered as that irradiating a flat plate at the location of the 
thermistor having cross-sectional area defined by the impingement 
l imits of S1 on the thermistor. 
The length of th is  f lat plate (projection of the�-ahermistor) is  1 and its width (from Figure A5 .3 )  i s  2c = 2a s in( ) . �lbe angle  of ti lt  between the flat plate and s ide S1 is w = � - · where 
� = tan- 1  � , a = tan-1  �w' and a = r cot (�2a ) .  
To derive the exchange factor from S1 to the thermistor, first the 
exchange factor from a flat plate thermistor to S1 is derived and then 
the rec iprocity theorem i s  used for exchange factors between flat 
surfaces . The flat plate is  cons idered as an infinites imal  source in 
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F igure A5 .3  Geometry for thermi stor v iew of  s ide Sl . 
that al l points are assumed to have the same geometric relationship 
with the s i de S1 . The exchange factor between an infin itesmal flat 
plate source and another plane representing half of the s ide Sl is  
g iven in  Kreith ( 1962) , Append ix V,  Configuration I 2.  A description 
of the variab les used in Configuration I 2 are shown in  F igure A5 .4.  
The exchange factor from an infinites imal  flat plate source dA, to the 
s ide S1 is derived from the summation relationship  for exchange factors 
( see Figure A5 . 5 ,  A5 . 6 ,  A5 . 7  and A5 .8) as : 




where for FdA1�A2 
I = "" = .! - �+a 2 2 
a* = m + n cot 1jJ + w 
b* = Q 
2 
c* = n/s in 1jJ 
and for FdA1 �A3 
m = "" = .! - �+a � 2 2 
a* = m + n cot 1jJ 
b* = Q 2 
c* = n/s in 1jJ 
(A5 . 17)  
The exchange factors are plotted in  Figure V-2 (Kreith ( 1962 ) )  and 
are given by: 
FdA,•A2 = � {tan-• <f> + V(Ncos ! - L)  tan-• V 
where 
cos I [ N - Leos I Leos I 
l l  + W tan-1  ( W + tan-1  ( W ) 
v = 1 
[ N2 + L2 - 2NLcos IJ 112 
W = [ 1  + L2 s in2 IJ 1/2 
a* N = b* 
c* L = b* 
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(A5 . 18) 
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F igure A5 . 5  Appl icati on of configurat i on j 2 geometry to thermi s tor � 
S1 exchange factor . 
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F i gure A5 . 7  Appl i cation of conf igurat ion # 2 geometry to therm i stor � 
S2 exchange factor . 
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F i gure A5 . 8  So l id ang l e  def i n i ng thermi stor v i ew of s i de Sl . 
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Next the exchange factor from the s ide S1 to the thermistor , cons idered 
as an infinitesmal , is  derived from rec iproc ity and from the 
relationship:  
Fs1�th = Fs1�dA1 
The rec iprocity relationsh ip  gives : 
As1 Fsl�dA1 = dA1 FdA1�sl 
dA1 dA1 Thus , Fsl�th = As1 
FdA1�s1 = Asl 
2 (FdA1�A2 - FdA1 �A3 ) 
Substituting ,  As1 = bw 
dA1 = 2c1, where c = a s in  (�28> 
Gives : 
2c1 4c1 ( Fsl�th = bw FdA1�s1 = bw FdA1�A2 - FdA1�A3 ) 
where FdA1�A2 ,3  i s  evaluated from Equation A5 . 18 .  
(A5 . 19 ) 
(A5 . 20)  
The exchange factor from S1 to the thermistor has been numerical ly 
evaluated for nominal rad iosonde dimensions of: 
n = 50 mm 
m = 110 mm 
b = 125 mm 
w = 155 mm 
h = 250 mm 
The results give the val ue of Fs1�th = 1 .49 X 10-4 for the exchange 
factor from the surface S1 to the thermistor. 
A5 . 3  Exchange Factor for Side S2 with Thermistor 
The irrad iation of the thermistor from the surface 52 can be 
considered as that irrad iating a flat plate at the l ocation of the 
thermistor having area equal to that defined by the impingement l imits , 
on the thermistor, of rad iation from 52 . The flat plate can then be 
considered as an infin itesmal source and the exchange factor from the 
source to S2 calculated from textbook configurations . The exchange 
factor from 52 to the plate is then calculated us ing rec iprocity. 
The geometry between the thermistor , infinitesmal f lat plate , and 
s ide S2 is shown in F igure A5 .6 .  
The exchange factor from the side S2 to the thermistor of finite 
d imens ion i s  the same as that from S2 to the flat plane dA · 1 · The 
exchange factor from S2 to the flat plate dA • 1 is related to the 
exchange factor from dA 1 1 to S2 by rec ipriocity.  Deriving first the 
exchange factor from dA 1 1 to the s ide S2 we have from F igure A5 . 7 :  
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where for FdAl�A� 
x cS ' +a ' m m � = � = 2 - -2---, cS '  - tan-1  n' a •  = tan-1  n+h 
a* = h + n + m cot � 
b b* = 2 
c* • m/sin � 
and for FdAl�A3 
x cS ' +a ' �
- � - 2 - -2-
a* = n + m cot � 
b b* = 2 
c* = m/sin � 
(A5 . 21 )  
The exchange factor i s  again evaluated from F igure V-2 (Kreith ( 1962 ) )  
or calculated analytica l ly from Equation A5 . 18 .  
The exchange factor from the s ide S2 to the thermistor i s  derived 
from reciprocity:  
Substituting, 
As2 = bh 
cS • -a •  
dA ' = 2c ' 1, where c •  - rcos (----) 1 a 
gives , 
2c ' 1  Fs2�th = bh FdAi�S2 
where 
FdAl�S2 i s  evaluated from Equations A5 . 18 and A5 . 2 1 .  
(A5 . 22 )  
(A5 . 23) 
The exchange factor Fs2�th i s  evaluated for nominal  radiosonde 
d imens ions us ing Equations A5 . 18, A5 .21 ,  and A5 . 23 as Fs2�th = 2 . 73 X 
1o-4. 
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A5 .4 Atmospheric Rad iation Sh ielded by Radiosonde 
Atmospheric radiation is shielded by the rad iosonde from striking 
the thermistor and being absorbed . The shielded radiation i s  expressed 
as : 
qsh/rs = - 2r1 I a(A) I I 1*(9 ,� ,A)cos 9 s in 9d9d�dA 
A Slrs (A5 . 24) 
Th is  negative term represents the heat ing rate that woul d  occur from 
atmospheric rad iation that is  sh ielded by the radiosonde , from striking 
the thermistor. Th is  term i s  eval uated by establ ish ing the integration 
l imits for the sol id ang les defining the thermistor view of sides S1 
and S2 . The geometry of the thermistor with respect to s ide S1 is  
shown in Figure A5 .8 .  
As an  approximation ,  we wi l l  cons ider the b isectors of  the s ides of 
S1 to define the e levation and az imuth l imits , respectively, for the 
sol id angle .  The minimum elevation angle  is  a1 and the maximum is  a2 
where : 
tan (a2 - �) = � 
tan (a1 - �) = m � w 
Simi l iarly the az imuth increment i s  defined by �� where: 
tan � = � I (� + m) 
Because the bal loon rotates , the azimuthal  variation in  radient 
intens ity i s  averaged over one revolution and des ignated as I*(A ,�) .  
Consequently, only the azimuthal i ncrement, ��. for the sol id  angl e  i s  
required. 
Substituting these 1 imits into Equation A5 . 24 gives the radient 
power not absorbed by the thermistor because of sh ielding by the s ide 
S1 as : 
b I J2tan-1  {2 (w + m) } Jtan- 1 (�) � qsh/S1 = - 2r1 a(A) d� � cos9 T*(A,9)  s in9d9dA A �=o 9=tan-1 (�)+ J 
(A5 .25) 
Simi l iarly sh ield ing for the s ide S2 is  shown in  the Figure A5 .9 .  
The b isectors of  the side S2 are aga in chosen to  approximate the 
e levation and azimuthal l imits for the sol id angle .  The elevation 
angle varies from its minimum val ue of 91 to 1ts maximum val ue of 92 
where : 
n tan 9 1 = m 
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F igure A5 . 9  So l i d ang l e  geometry for thermi stor v iew of s i de S2 . 
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n + h tan 92 = m 
Simi l iarly the az imuth increment i s  defined by �f where: 
�, b tan 2 = (2 I m) 
In  essence , the b isector of the s ide approximation defines the 
l imits for the sol id  angle shown as the f i l led in area of F igure A5 . 10 
as related to the true sol id angle  def ined by the s ide S2 boundaries .  
Thus , a good approximation results . 
Comb ining the shielding from the s ides Sl and S2 gives the 
fol lowing as the rad ient power due to atmospheric radiation that is  
sh ielded by the rad iosonde from absorption by the thermistor. 
Jtan- 1  (�)+;-cos 9 T*(A ,9)  s in  9d9dA 9=tan-1 (�)+ -J 
(A5 . 26) 
The magnitude of th is  term is evaluated in  the fol lowing section along 
with the magnitude of the terms that denote the absorbed radiation from 
emiss ions and reflections off of the rad iosonde. 
A5 . 5  Influence of the Rad iosonde on Thermistor Temperature 
The radiosonde influences the temperature of the thermistor because 
a) the thermi stor receives emitted and reflected rad iation from the 
radiosonde , and b) the rad iosonde shields the thermi stor from 
atmospheric radiation from the sol id angle  defined by the boundaries of 
the radiosonde . The percent change in  rad iation absorbed by the 
thermistor due to the presence of the rad iosonde instrument is g iven 
by: 
�qrs l qrs - qsh/rs l 
-- = ...;___;;_.::__ ....::..:...c:__;__;:;,.c_ qabs qabs (A5 . 27)  
To  estab l ish the s ign ificance of including the rad iosonde terms in  the 
heat balance equation ,  the above equation has been evaluated for an 
extreme environment in both day and night s ituations to establ ish the 
maximum influence of each term. 
N ighttime Rad iation 




F 1gure A5 . 10 S i de S2 boundar ies of sol id  ang l e  versus approx imat ion .  
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thermistor i s  derived from Equation A5 . 7  by assuming the downwel l ing 
radiation F.1. (A) i s  b lackbody radiation at an equivalent sky blackbody 
temperature of Td . With th is  assumption and the absence of solar 
radiation Equation A5 . 7  s impl ifies to: 
(A5 . 28) 
The first term on the right s ide accounts for the energy emitted by 
the s ide Sl at temperature Ts1 that i s  absorbed by the thermistor . The 
second term gives the thermistor heating due to b lackbody atmospheric 
rad iation at temperature Td that i s  reflected from the s ide Sl and 
irrad iates the thermistor. The s ide Sl receives only downwel l ing 
radiation from above. To assess the magnitude of qsl values of Ts1 and 
Td are required . The influence of qsl wi l l  be greatest when Ts1 and Td 
are large. A reasonab le assumption for a warm b lackbody sky 
temperature i s  T d = 200° K .  The temperature of the surface Sl is  
probab ly less than or equal to the air temperature. Th is  conc l us ion 
comes from the fact that radiatively Sl i s  l oos ing energy to a colder 
sky,  wh i le convectively Ts1 i s  attempting to approach T�. Only 
internal e lectrical heating from the battery cou ld  force Ts1 greater 
than T�. At 30 Km the range of temperatures for the s i de Sl is  
approximated as : 
190 ° � Ts1 � 220° 
Substituting these values and a representative values of ESl = 0 . 9  for 
the emissivity of Sl into Equation A5 . 28 gives : 
qsl = 7 . 67 X la-s  cal/sec 
Simi l iarly for nighttime conditions the thermistor heating rate 
Equation A5 . 16 for interaction with s ide S2 can be s impl ified to: 
(A5 . 29) 
where Qd(A)  i s  the average diffuse power irradiating the s ide S2 during 
one revolution .  Since the s ide S2 is  vertica l ly oriented it  provides 
partial exposure to both upwel l ing and downwel l ing radiation . Thus , an 
upper l imit for an equivalent blackbody exposure temperaure for the 
s ide S2 is on th� order of TE = 250 ° K .  Th is  temperature is used to 
approximate the qd integral as aTE4 • The temperature of the vertical 
s ide S2 can be estimated for its maximum val ue to be s l ightly warmer 
than the air temperature. Thus , at 30 Km, a maximum val ue of 245 ° K 
might be assumed . Evaluating the emiss ion and reflected infrared 
rad iation terms for the side S2 gives : 
qs2 = 3 . 62 X 10-4 cal/sec 
Summing the nighttime heating terms for both s ides Sl and S2 gives the 
total thermistor heating rate of 
qrs = 4 .39 X 10-4 cal/sec 
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Thi s  can be compared with the range of total thermistor absorbed 
atmospheric radiation for representative mid-latitude cond itions 
obtained from LOWTRAN 6 of: 
2 . 0  X 10-3 < qabs � 4.0  X 10-3 cal/sec 
Initial ly th is  comparison indicates that under the extreme ranges 
cons idered the emiss ion from the s ides Sl and S2 coul d  account for up 
to 22% of the thermistor heating. Up to th is  point , however, we have 
ignored subtracting the atmospheric rad iation shielded by the s ides Sl 
and S2 that would  otherwise have impinged upon and been partial ly 
absorbed by the thermistor. Using the same type assumptions for the 
b lackbody temperatures of the sky the shielded radiation Equation A5 . 26 
can a lso be simpl ified .  In  th is  formu lation the b lackbody temperature 
shielded from view by the thermistor because of the s i des Sl and S2 is  
the upwel l ing b lackbody temperature wh ich may vary from 240 � T � 300 ° . 
Depending on the season , c louds , etc . Substituting these values of 
temperature into Equation A5 . 26 gives : 
a Tu4 qsh/rw = - 2rt £ • 
2tan- 1  [ b ) L.d4> 2 (� + m) 
J2tan- 1 [2�] Jtan-1  n;h + d� cos e s in  e de �=o e=tan-1 !! m 
Evaluation of the above yields 
Jtan- 1  �!!) +2'.! cos e s i n  e de tan- 1  (__!!__) + '.! m+b 2 
qsh/rw = -6 .85 X 10-5  - 3 . 72 X 10-4 • -4.40 X 10-4 
{A5 . 30) 
Thus , the infrared radiation shielded by the s i des Sl and S2 is  
nearly of identical  magnitude as the radios ity from these surface. 
Consequently for a n ighttime fl ight a negl igibly smal l error ( less than 
a few percent) ,  wi l l  result if the thermistor i s  assumed exposed only 
to atmospheric radiation in al l surrounding spherical  directions and 
the radiational interactions with the radiosonde instrument ignored . 
Daytime Rad iation 
During the day the infrared exchange between the thermistor and the 
radiosonde instrument is essential ly the same as at night. During the 
day both direct and diffuse solar radiation are reflected from the 
s ides Sl and S2 and irradiates the thermistor. These terms are 
evaluated individual ly. 
The d irect solar irradiation of the (top) s ide Sl of the radiosonde 
reaches a maximum as the solar elevation angl e  approaches 90° . The 
direct solar energy diffusely reflected by Sl that i s  absorbed by the 
thermistor has been given by Equation A5 . 6  as : 
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J2 . 5 qSS1 = wb s in Ze Fs1�th m(A) PS1 (A)dA I0(A) 
A=0 . 2 5 (A5 . 31) 
Assuming a wavelength integrated value of solar power, and solar 
spectrum weighted values of absorption and reflection coefficients 
(PS1 (A) = 0 .8 ,  m(A) = 0 . 15)  the above equation i s  evaluated as : 
qss1 = 1 . 32 X 10-4 cal/sec at ZE = 90° 
= 0 .66 X 10-4 cal/sec at ZE = 30° 
= 0 at ZE = Oo  
Consider next the s ide S2 . The direct solar radiation reflected from 
the vertical s ide , S2 , that irradiates the sensor was derived (Equation 
A5 . 12)  as : 
Evaluating Equation A5 . 2  under the same assumpti ons g ives : 
qss2 = 1 . 23 X 10-4 cal/sec at ZE = 0°  
= 1 . 06 X 10-4 cal/sec at ZE = 30° 
= 0 at ZE == 90° 
(A5 . 32)  
Cons ider next the reflected diffuse solar rad iation from the s ides S1  
and S2 . The reflected diffuse solar radiation from the s ide S1 that 
irradiates the thermistor comes from scattering that occurs at 
altitudes above 30 Km and scatters downward irrad iating the upper 
rad iosonde surface S1 . Using LOWTRAN 6 runs with typical stratospheric 
aerosol profi les ,  the hemispheric irradiance from downwel l ing scattered 
solar rad iation at 30 Km altitude i s  of order of magnitude 
q - 1 X 10-1 cal/sec cm2 
The resulting thermistor heating i s  
qSdS1 = 2r1 «(A) P (A) Fs1�th • 
Th is  term i s  of order 1 X 10- 1 1  and c learly ins ignificant . 
The reflected diffuse radiation from the s ide S2 that irrad iates 
the thermistor comes from the hemisphere vertical ly oriented with the 
s ide S2 . Uti l izing the diffuse solar term in  Equation A5 . 15 the 
reflected solar rad iation absorbed by the thermistor can be written as : 
qsdS2 = Qd Fs2�th « P$2 
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where the usual assumptions are made and Qd is  the wavelength 
integrated average diffuse solar power irradiating the s ide S2 over one 
revolution .  Uti l izing LOWTRAN 6 with a range of  mid-latitude 
environmental conditions a range of values for QO has been derived and 
used in the equation above to derive :  
0 . 5  X 10-5 � QsdS2 � 0 . 2  X 10-4 
In  contrast. calculations us ing LOWTRAN 6 for the total d irect and 
diffuse solar rad iation absorbed by the thermistor under differing 
environmental cond itions for a mid-latitude s ite give a range of: 
2 X 10-3 � Qabs � 4 .0  X 10-3 cal/sec 
Thus the combined influences of reflected direct and d iffuse rad iation 
from both surfaces S1 and S2 are less than 10% (2  X 10-4 )  of the 
minimum value .  Furthermore . th is  calculation does not inc l ude 
compensation for the heating of diffuse solar radiation that otherwise 
would  have occurred had it  been shielded by the s i des S1 and S2 . 
I n  conc lus ion . it  has shown that during both day and night 
conditions . the heating rate of the thermistor as a result of rad iation 
exchange with the radiosonde instrument and the bal loon . i s  not 
s ignificantly d ifferent than if  these heating rates were ignored and 
the thermistor temperature were calculated assuming its exposure only 
to atmospheric rad iation in  al l spherical conditions . 
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